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FOREWORD

This study is the thirteenth in a series of histori :a1
reports on the war in Southeast Asia prepared by the
Office of Air Force History since 1965. The previous
rks
include: USAF Plans and Operations:
Air
O
Ca
&
Against North Vietnam, 1966; The Air Force ir Vi"!
The Search for Military Alternatives; and The Air Fo
1n
Southeast Asia: Toward a Bombl4g F{*l!, 1999..
In this report the author has focused on policy
introduced by the Nixon administration during 1969 in
to the Vietnamese war, particularly as they affected
of air power. Repeatedly expressing determination to
war as early as possible on the basis of self-determ
of the South Vietnamese people, President Nixon deci
after negotiations with the Communists in Paris pro
less--to unilaterally withdraw U.S. forces while simul
strengthening Saigonrs forces to take up the slack.
The first reduction in U. S. military strength in
Vietnam took place during the summer of 1969 when
troops were withdrawn. However, a particular phenom
the year ryas that air power was not materially redu
main theme of this history is that, in his effort to "w
down" the war via Vietnamization while maintaining pr
on North Vietnam to negotiate, the President made ne
greater use of the U. S. air arm.

Al*ttn
N.
ROBERT

GINSBURG

Major General, USAF
Chief, Office of Air Force Historv
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I.

THE WAR IN VIETNAM UNDER A NEW ADMINISTRATION

(U) Pending firming up of the views of President $,ichard
M. Nixon and his new administration, U. S. operations in Southeast Asia (SEA) in early 1969 continued under the influence of
strong pressures for withdrawal generated during the last months
of the Johnson administration and the presidential campaign.
Thus, the I November 1968 cessation of bombing of North Vietnam
(NVN) remained in effect, while plans for withdrawing U. S. forces
(termed T-Day plans), initiated in 1968, were further, de$ate$ and
refined. Actions to improve and modernize the Republic of
Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF), also begun in 1968, were continued and accelerated. Meanwhile, the fighting in South Vietnam
went on but at a reduced tempo.
{H)Facedwithstrongeconomicandpo1itica}preSsures
to end the war, cut government spending, and t'reorder ttfe nationrs
priorities, " President Nixon established as a major goal of his
administration the reduction of federal expenditures. Directly related to the money problem was a second major objective, the
achievement of a lower profile in U. S. operations overseps, particularly in Asia--i. e., a reduction in the American role of world l
policeman. This aimr uoder study early in the new admfnistration,'
was publicly announced by the President on 25 July during a stop on
o'becoming most commonly known as the
Guam,
"Nixon ddctrine. "
(G$
These two overall objectives were embodied in
what was to become the basic Nixon policy on the Vietnam war,
"Vietnamization, t'* whereby U. S. forces were to be gradually withdrawn and their tasks assumed by strengthened and improved South
Vietnamese forces. This policy, which required preparation of

e

Vietnamese, was announced on 10 April. Some two months later,
following a conference on Midway Island with President Nguyen Van
Thieu of the Republic of Vietnam, President Nixon on B June
announced the withdrawal of tfre first 25,000 U. S. troops from
Vietnam. Although President Johnson had endorsed a similar
Vietnamization program and the Nixon plan was hence one of
"continuity, " the latter would soon reach such dimensions as to
constitute a basic change in U. S. policy.

President Nixon Reviews Policy

(53rai{

The new administration had not arrived at these
new objectives precipitately. Even before taking office, it had
begun a sweeping review of the situat ion in Vietnam. This was
evident in the fact that on 2I January, the day after inauguration,
three major policy papers were presented to the National Security
Council (NSC), two of them directly related to Vietnam, the other
indirectly so. The first of these was an irTSC paper, | "Vietnam
Policy Alternativ€s, rr prepared byothe Presidentrs national security
adviser, Dr. Henry A. Kissinger.' It initiated a discussion of the
strategy alternatives on Vietnam, requesting analysis of the two
basic approaches: continued pressure on Hanoi, with threats of
escalation or actual escalation; reduced U. S. presence which, by
being more sustainable, could be another form of pressure. The
second policy paper on Vietnam,. NSSM*1, consisted of 29 detailed
questions on tactics and problems of the war, covering such
critical topics as the effectiveness of air operations in Southeast
Asia, the success of the pacification program, and the ability of
North Vietnam to continue the war. r These questions were addressed
to the government agencies primarily concerned in the war-, including those in the Department of Defense and State, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and the U. S. Embassy in Saigon.

tn the third major poticy paper issued on 2L JanuA95rfFa-)
President Nixon initiated a far-reaching review of the entire
military posture, taking into account various budget levels
and strategies, their security, and foreign policy implications.
During the next several months this review would engender strenuous debate. It was to end in perhaps the most significant

a.rf t
U. S.

*National Security Study Memorandum

|t50rffih*r
Presidential decision of 1969, which adopted a new U. S. overall
military strategy. D Instead of being prepared, as in the past, to
cope simultaneously with two major and one minor war, the
Department of Defense (DOD) was now required to addr(ss one
major and two minor wars at the same time. This rdecisiop was
related to domestic concern o ver U. S. involvement in Vd.etnam,
but was primarily dictated by budget considerations and the
resulting Nixon doctrine of a "lower profile" in U. S. co[rnmitments overseas.

A Divergence of Views

A major feature of the early 1969 poli
ments was the clear dichotomy of views as to future de
in Vietnam. One group of officials assumed that the 19
of winding down the war would continue towards some f
termination. A second group felt that the war was far
and might even intensify, that it was going favorably a
United States should pursue its advantage rather than th
away by lowering its sights. The former often cited
straints and saw this as a compelling reason for cutt
second group, which included the Joint Chiefs of Staff (
most military leaders, felt it was essential to keep up
on North Vietnam in order to achieve the U. S. obiectiv
tS|

independent South Vietnam.
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This difference in views was reflected [n the debates on major policy matters throughout 1969, notably {hosB aired
in Dr. Kissinger's "29 questions" on Vietnam and later in NSSM 36
on "Vietnamization. I' The NSC summary of responses !o the 29
questions noted that the reportees fel1 into two groups, Jwith
"generally consistent views and membership. t' The firsf usually
included the JCS, the Commander in Chief, Pacific (CiNCPAC),
the Commander, U. S. Military Assistance Command, Vi]etnam
(COMUSMACV), and the U. S. Embassy, Saigon. In genpral they
took a hopeful view of current and future prospects in V]ietnam.
The second group usually included the CIA, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD)--particularly the Assistant Secret{ry for
Systems Analysis (SA)--and to a lesser extent the State Department, and was decidedly more skeptical abou-t the curreht situation
in Vietnam and pessimistic about the future.6 At one pSint tfre
report described the divergencies of the two groups as { gap in
views between "the policy makers, the analysts, and the intelligence

iff,|'f,fffif ".r
community on the one hand, and the civilian and military operators
on the other. "7

(flff)
One illustration of this gap appeared in the widely
differing reactions to the first major policy paper of the Nixon
administration, the 2l January National Security Council paper on
"Vietnam Policy Alternatives, " also prepared by Dr. Kissinger.
The Assistant Secretary for International Security Affairs (OSD/ISA)
and the Director of the Joint Staff, assenting to the contents of a
talking paper for the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman' JCS'B
described the Security Council view as too "tactical. " In their view,
it dealt with the Vietnam problem without regard for larger U. S.
national interests and worldwide objectives, &Dd failbd to give adequate attention to the impact of Vietnam policies on future American
policies regarding East-West relations, protection of other nations
and the problem of China. They criticized the insufficient attention
paid to establishing a politically viable government in South Vietnam
and to determining which military strategy would be most likely to
encourage this. By contrast, the Plans and Policy Directorate of
the Joint Chiefs and the Air Force9 su"med to find the alternatives
not "tactical" enough. The JCS objected that the Security Council
did not take into account currently accepted goals in Southeast Asia
and the fact that U. S. casualties would increase if American forces
were reduced without enemy deescalation. They would have the
United States adhere firmly to the objective of assured Government
of South Vietnam (GVN) control over all South Vietnam (SVN).
The Air Force was very concerned because Dr.
C-+f)
Kissinger seemed to accept the current situation in Vietnam as
"normal. " ft argued strongly against the logic of fighting North
Vietnamese forces in South Vietnam, while subjecting North Vietnam to no pressure. Suspension of the bombing attacks was to have
been a quid- pro quo for prompt, productive talks. Failing this
response, the pressure on Hanoi imposed by bombing should rernain
an essential part of U. S. strategy. As the Air Force saw it' the
Kissinger analysis assumed any renewal of bombing of the North
constituted escalation and that current operations (without bombing)
could destroy or force withdrawal of enemy forces in l to 2 years-something the JCS had never said could be done. It took strong
issue with the second Kissinger alternative, which would change the
U. S. objective of assuring GVN control of all South Vietnam to a
mutual U.S. /NVA withdrawal instead--the Presidentts advisor suggesting that Saigon's defeat by the Viet Cong would be acceptable

rlr-iil!ilff.,

since the main goal of repelling external aggression ,{vou1d hqve been
achieved. The Air Force strongly questioned how washington could
justify the tremendous investment of 30,000 lives and g100 billion by
merely fulfilling the letter of a formal commitment. It also doubted
that Dr. Kissingerrs proposed alternative strategy--reducirrrg U. S.
pressure--would be more effective against Hanoi because iit would
be more sustainable. Instead, it insisted there was no pqoof-despite the great opposition to the war--that the U. s. public would
not sustain existing force levels. Further, it cited presidbnt Nixonrs
inaugural address statement, "We will be as strong as we need to
i
be for as long as we need.tr
.i

(HF1)
This divergence in views came out in more specific
terms in the NSC 14 March summary of repries to Dr. Ki$singer's
29 questions on vietnam. There were strong differences of opinion
on all the questions dealing with air effectiveness in sEA.'r' In addition, there was emphatic disagreement on the extent and tlrpe of
RVNAF improvements. All agreed that, while Saigonrs arrleed forces
were getting larger, the South Vietnamese could not in the foreseeable
future handle both North vietnam and the viet cong (vc) r,irithout
u. s. combat support. The military community gave much greater
weight to RVNAF statistical improvements--which CIA thorlght an unreliable indicator--while osD and cIA highlighted the remaining

obstacles: severe motivation, leadership, and desertion problems.
oSD doubted that expansio^n and equipment programs were enough to
make an effective force.l0

The two groups also differed profoundly on the
ffil)
degree of saigonrs control of the population. According to MAcv,
the GVN controlled 75 percent of the population and JCS sdid it
would control 90 percent in 196g. osD and cIA argued, h[wever,
that at least 50 percent of the rural population was subjec! to significant vc presence and influence, and the state Departmenf went even
further, estimating that two-thirds of the people were subjbct to vc
influence. Further, osD argued that urban migration rather than
pacification had br:ought more people under south Vietnamr$ control-a finding not noted by MAcv or Embassy saigon. Finally, cIA
and State assigned _much higher figures to the enemy orden of

Battle 16an

1y116y.11

*See Chapter II.

If the various agencies were of two minds about
frpi)
the war, the administration itself continued to address the imperatives facing it on arrival: cutting the budget and allaying domestic concern about the U. S. involvement in Vietnam. Despite the
internal wrangling, it continued to pursue the alternative of a
reduced, more sustainable, U. S. presence in Vietnam, specifically
with its 10 April request for a detailed plan for Vietnamizing the
war, i' asking for timetables for transferring combat responsibility
to

SVN.

tQAttheSametime,however,theadministration

also kept the negotiations option open. It circulated study memos
on negotiating strategy 12 as well as on Vietnamizatiofi, and rcontinued to solicit JCS suggestions for "keeping the pressure on"
North Vietnam as a means of leverage at the negotiatihg table.
Concernirrg the latter, the JCS in early 1969 requested permission
to attack enemy forces operating in the demilitartzed zone; suggested a temporary resumption of bombing North Vietnam; renewed
previous requests for authority to use artillery and air strikes
against the enemy in Cambodia; and recommended certain deceptive
military moves in a psychological warfare campaign. Cautioning
against a defensive strategy that would turn U. S. forces into targets
and demoralize the RVNAF, the JCS urged retaining the offensive-by destroying the sanctuaries in Laos and Cambodia for example-as a way to reduce U. S. casualties and facilitate withdrawals.13
At that time, however, the new administration would act on none of
these requests; instead, it asked that the violence level be kept
r'14 On the
down or that offensive operations "be held in abeyanca.
other hand, when asked if he would resume bombing North Vietnam
in reply to enemy rocket attacks in South Vietnam, in late February'
President Nixon said:

I believe that it is far more effective in international policy to use deeds rather than words
threatening deeds... the United States has a
number of options that we could exercise to
respond...I will not indicate in advance...that
we are going to start bombing the North or
anything else. . .15 tt will be my policy as
President to issue a warning only once. ..,Atything in the future that is done will be done.
There will be no additional warnittg. 16
'I'NSSM

36.

See Chapters

IV and V.

(ruInpursuingbothoptionssimu1taneous1y,t[readministration sought to maintain the credibility of both--emphadizinp
negotiations as far as North vietnam was concerned, and tyi"t""-ization as far as the u. s. public was concerned. this wal u"ii""t
in a 2 April conversation between Secretary of Defense mfrvin n.
Laird, vice President Nguyen cao Ky, .rrd th" South tiutrJ"*"""
Ambassador in washirJgton at the time of former presideni
Eisenhowerrs funeral.r't Secretary Laird, asking how the
douth
vietnamese liked the term vietnamization, was lold thev eLthusiastically endorsed it and wanted to take over the burden oi th" *"..
Mr. Laird cautioned them against overstressing this point in view
of objectives in Paris, where the administration wantld to emohasize mutual withdrawal, even while preparing for the eveniual
complete takeover by Saigon of its own defenses.

(ro)

A Presidential directive of 1 Aprill8 also reflected
the above policy. President Nixon stipulated there would de no u. s.
deescalation, except as an outgrowth of mutual troop withdfawars,
and stressed the importance of getting Hanoi to comply with trrat
condition. In a subsequent section of the paper, rre oirectdo
further studies on phased withdrawal under conditions of (a) mutual
withdrawal, or (b) Vietnamization of the war. This dual Rplicy led
to many charges in the press that the president- was givin{ up his
peace aims, and led one of the vc negotiators in paris to compare
Nixonts policy to "chasing two rabbits. t' It was in fact ,rot ques"
tion of either/or, but of both.

#5{0ftiF
II. THE DEBATE

'a?

OVER AIR POWER

Air power wa s to play a central role in the pursuit of both Presideritial options for ending the war. Thus' in
support of the negotiating option, air would be one of the most
important coercive tools in applying pressure on North Vietnam'
under the vietnamization option, while u. s. ground forces were to
be increasingly replaced by the south Vietnamese'* the u. s. air
This continued
role was not only 1o be maintained but enhanced.
at the
apparent
strong air role, however, was not immediately
beginning of 1969. The election year impulses for completely
winoing do*n the war were sti1l strong in some quarters, and
cuts in air strength were rather widely anticipated. other military and civilian officials, not foreseeing an early termination of
the war, wanted air power undiminished as one of the most
important weapons against the enemy' It was not surprising then
that arguments over the continuing role of air should be one of
the central issues in the internal debates just noted.
(ru

Views of the Lame Duck Administration

ffiSoonafterPresidentJohnsonha1tedthebombing
of North vietnam, a difference of opinion arose between military
leaders and certain civilian defense planners, notably those in
Systems Analysis, OSD. The former, concerned that North
vietnam would use the bombing halt to improve its position'
urgedcompensatorybombingelsewhereinordertooffsetthis
lessening of pressure on Hanoi. They recommended and were
authorized a great step-up in bombing of enemy supply lines in
Laos and within South Vietnam.l They also renewed their earlier
requests to quarantine cambodia. systems Analysis officials,

however, were mainly concerned with budget cut requirements and
how the bombing halt could service that end. In their view,
stopping all bombing sorties over North vietnam was a golden
opportunity to cut expenses by reducing the requirement for air-

craft and munitions.

{'See Chapters

IV and V.

-4r
In a T November 1968 memo, Arain c. Ei'rthoven,
cru
Assistant secretary of Defense for systems Analvsis, suehested
three southeast Asia air reduction options to secret""y olbufense
Clark M. Clifford in connection with submission of the fidcal vear
19?0 DoD budget. The first, merely reallocating the NVN sorties,
half to Laos and half to SVN, was expected to save $1?0 rnillion
and about 60 fighter aircraft. The second, withdrawing s4 usAF
Thai-based F-105rs and 40 U.S. Marine Corps (USMC) A-4's and
closing one sEA air base would save about $400 million and about
83 fighters annually. The third option, redeploying most of the
aircraft previously involved in bombing North vietna-*"rr[ closing
three sEA air bases would save g1, 200 million and 166 fiAhter air-

craft annual1y.2

(ftln)
Mr. Enthoven argued that jet aircraft wlre inefficient truck killers, *unabre to fly s1ow1y or carry tr"..f p"yloads. Thqy lacked high maneuverability and long loiter time,
and since special truck killing munitions were in short supply, they
would have to use highly inefficient iron bombs. During the monsoo-l se1son most jet sorties would necessarily have to be sky spot
strikes, I relatively useless against moving targets. Mr. Enthoven
further believed the jets would be even less effectiver in sbuth
vietnam than in Laos because interdiction was more diffidult due ro
the nature of the enemyrs logistic system there, with his supplies
broken up into small packets and almost delivered by trand. - The Air Staff disagreed with these Systen[s Analysis
Sffas did the
views,r
JCS, who thought budget constraints shpuld not be
allowed to stand in the way of responding to an increased threat.
The Joint Chiefs stated that all currently available air resources
were required to support svN requirements and to interdict enemy
infiltration, particularly in Laos where there was an incrdasingly
i1

xlO8 Thai-based F-IOb'is and 72 Thai-and 36 svN-baded
Force F-'4rs, 15 Marine F-4ts, and 20 Marine A-4rs.

Air

*He estimated the cost per truck ki1I at
$2b0,000.
*Ground directed bombing system in SEA, using mobile
special purpose ground based radar guidance for greater bombing

accuracy

r*'ttoffir

10

3-'':q{

hostle air environment.4 R"fl".ting GINCPAC and SINCPACAF
views, the JCS emphasized that an in-place capability, to resume
offensive bombing operations in NVN rapidly was an essentiaf
element of u. S. strategy, and diversion of such assets could be
interpreted as a lack of American resolve and a change in u. s.
objectives. It could also mislead the nation about progress in the
Paris talks. The interdiction role for jets' moreover' was not
confined to truck killing, but included the destruction of many
other point and perishable area targets. Hence, the JCS stated'
it was inaccurate to associate every sortie flown with truck kills
or to utilize truck kill statistics to derive a cost-per-truck kill
factor. Finally, the recent substantial increase noted in the
enemy's antiaircraft artillery (AAA) capability meant u. s. air
forces would increasingly face a "high threat areat' where survivability counted, In this connection, CINCPAC had suggested that,
in the face of increased AAA activity, the effectivenesrs of alrl slowmoving, prop-driven aircraft, including Gunship II and A-1'si
degraded that they would eventually be forced out of
might b"
"o
Laos.
The Air Debate Under the New Administration

(HThedebateoveraireffectivenesscontinuedthroughout 1969, and was sharpened by the Nixon administrationts efforts to
cut costs, reduce u. s. involvement, and "vietnamize" the war. In
the widespread policy review undertaken by the new Administration,
(Or. Kissingerts "29 Questions"l, the effectiveness of air operations
in strA was a major topic. specifically, the Nationdl Security
Council requested data on the overall effectiveness of the B-52
attacks,theLaotianinterdictioncampaign,andtheactualstrains
the bombing put on the enemy in terms of economic disruption and
logistic "throughput" to the south.
('HIntheirresponsetothe''29questions,''theJCS,
CINCPAC, MACV, and the Embassy in Saigon assigned much greater
effectiveness to the bombing opera_tions than did osD' cIA, and some
elements of the State Department. b The latter group was not convinced that the bombing campaign, either before or after the November halt, had reduced the enemy's transport of supplires to the point
that he could not continue his operations. They agreed that enemy
traffic on the roads had been disrupted, but pointed out that he
used less than 15 percent of available road capacity; that he was
constantly expanding that capacity through new roads and passes;

ll

s. air strikes only delayed his traffic. They difagreed
with the MAcv and JCS view that materier destroyed by ai on the
roads could not be replaced and hence was denied to the en my in
SVN. They believed his 'needs (10-1b trucks of supplies a
were
day)
"througtr
so small and his supply materiel so great, that he could glt
the JCS
rWeC#
finding that after the bombing halt the enemy rr]ao greatly"io
infreased
his flow of supplies into Laos, OSD and CIA said tfris trafflc pattern
was the result of normal seasonal weather changes, not of
the bombing, citing as evidence similar patterns in 196?.-6
and that u.

tfllfft)
while there was general agreement that thd main
enemy supply charurels into northern svN were the Laos pa*rhanote
and the demilitarized zone (DMZ,), there was disagreement
$, "rrp_
ply channels to southern south vietnam. The JCS] cINCpAb,
MAcv' and Embassy saigon considered cambodia,
sihanoukville, an important enemy supply channer. ""o""i"ri]u
rire ctC oisagreed strongly. 7 Thu former believed a vigo"orr" i"t""oi"pri'""-paign against land and sea supply routes in Vietnam, Laos, and
Cambodia could choke off Soviet and Chinese supplies and fqrce Hanoi
to give up the struggle. OSD and CIA saw North Vietnam continuing
the struggle and they cited the overland routes from china
being able to provide Hanoi enough material to carry on, J"-"torr"
against unlimited bombing.
"J""
firul)
There arso were sharp differences over caquarty
estimates from
52 bombing strikes. B rhe JCS estimated approxiP_
mately 41,000--osD
as few as g,000--enemy kiled in 1968 dv e-sz
strikes. A11 agencies did agree on the effectiveness of B-si[ strikes
against known troop concentrations in the close air supfort *ofe and
also on the difficulty of making sound analyses of B-52 erreqtivenfssl*
The JCS said it was very difficult to assess B-sz effectivenJss
accurately because of the remote and often inaccessible
poor aerial observation conditions, aild the fact that the areas struck,
always
removed their dead immediately. They noted two studies"r"rfoy
trrLv nao
conducted on the subject, citing the conclusions of the
orru
(completed November t96B) ttrai tfre important
"u"ord"
[ff.ctive_
ness was the subjective judgment of how wetl n-52
"*p""".i;;t tJrtileo
the commanderts obje'ctives. In view of the detaileJstrikes
f;;;;"bE^
*SAC itself recognized the difficulty of evaluating
effec veness.
See SAC Historical Study I15, The Search for B-52 Effective ess
i965-1968 (TS/AFEO) Office of ttreffi"ianl Hq SAC, 16
69.

"
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reporting by GoMUSMACV and his field commanders, and the continuing analysis performed within their own organization, the Jcs. , n
considered the current overall estimate of B-52 effectiveness valrd'

In this debate, the main protagonist of cutbacks in
new
air power was again in systems Analysis. Dr. Ivan selin, the
tied
acting Assistant Se',cretary of Defense for systems Analysis'
his 5 February reply to Dr. Kissinger's 29 questions directly to the
budget issue and to the fact that SEA air and ground operational
had not declined as had been assumed in fiscal year 1970
"o"i"
budgetary planning of the Johnson Administration. . Rathgr th,an- reqr""t aO-Oiiional funds from Congress, he suggested among other
thirrg", the withdrawal of nine tactical squadrons from sEA. This
would reduce sorties and ordnance consumption to about the levels
assumed in the fiscal year 19?0 budget, and provide added savings
of about $300 milIion. He suggested such a reduction could be
made without significantly reducing combat effectiveness. In his
of
view, the current ait campaign in Laos--involving a large number
demateriel
jet sorties--had had a small payoff in terms of enemy
ltroyed or in disruption of his logistics system- Dr. Selinrs reasons
\Mere the same as those of his pt-"d"""""ot, that is, that "jet aircraft are poorly suited for this type of mission because they lack the
maneuverability and loiter time required to find and destroy fleeting
targets.tt He added that a cut in tactical air sorties in South Vietnam could be made with only a minor irnpact since only-some p0
percent of the strikes had been flown in support of ground forces in
contact with the enemy.

(H)

In taking this position, Dr. Selin essentially restated
views often expressed previously by systems Analysis, that air
powerrs primary function in the vietnam war was close air support
and that interdiltion was ineffective and not a valid function' The
Air Force disagreed with these views and sought to counter them'
In February lg6lg, for example, a Systems Analysis report on this
subject--stating the u.S. bombing campaign had had no observable
effect on enemy forces and fighting in vietnam--led Gen. John P'
McConnell, the Air Force Chief of staff, to ask the Jcs to express
its objections to Dr. selinrs position. Among numerous Air Force
studies affirming the importance of the interdiction role was one
completed by the Assistant chief of staff, studies and Analysis, in
Decernber 1968. It indicated, among other things, that if even only
one-eleventh of the supplies interdicted in sVN and Laos were
ordnance, then air interdiction was operating at a better average
return than ground forces plus close air support. It also pointed to

(H|

'l

l3

the fact that ground operations werenrt ttusing up" very much enemy
ammunition because the enemy was avoiding contact. In forwarding
this study to the secretary of Defense on 29 January 1969, secrerarv
of the Air Force Harold Brown* stated:
The lack of precise data does not allow one to
make an unqualified statement and that strike aircrafd
performing interdiction in Route packages l, 2, 3, and
Laos were operating at a better return than forces
(ground and air) in SVN. Likewise, and most impor.i
tantly' neither can the converse be unqualifiedly stated.
On balance, the data strongly suggest that, at the
margin, the strike aircraft produced a better return. tu

i

SHlf
) fnis interdiction/close air support argument was ro
continue throughout 1969 and beyond. The subiect was verly much
at the heart of the great air etTorts in co--"nJo u"J.+--["^"oottion to the extensive airing of interdiction effectiveness in tr{ational
Security Study Memorandums I and 36, it continued to be il[e
subject of numerous evaluations and analyses. Later in lgbg,
october, Deputy secretary of Defense David packard requested in
another such evaluation in connection with the bombing in Laos.
scheduled for completion by 20 November, it did not appear until
the spring of

1970.

The Air Force Position
3l

In the face of the developments of late 1g68 and the
new administrationrs commitment to cutting the defense bud[et, the
services were resigned to some reductions in Southeast Asia forces.
The reaction to actual cutback proposals varied throughout the Air
Force, however- The initial Air Force position was to oppose any
reduction until the matter received more study by the JCS. This
was the sense of a 9 February Air Force t'point paperr'll wiich
challenged Systems Analysisr assumption that air and ground operational activity would decline in fiscal year 19?0, since it igrfored

rual

*Dr. Brown, a member of the Johnson administration continued
in office during the first 4 weeks of the Nixon administratioh. He was
succeeded as Air: Force secretary by Dr. Robert c. seamanl, Jr., on

15 February 1969.

*See Chapter III.
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evidence of continuing enemy effort. The Air Force insisted that
any force withdrawal or decrease in the sortie rate, before an
acceptable quid pro quo had been negotiated, would give the enemy
a psychological, political, and military advantage that could
adversely affect the U. S. negotiating position in Paris. It disputed the suggestion that cutting nine tactical air squadrons would
not significantly reduce combat effectiveness. Hanoits main
problem, it said, was logistics and air strikes were the main inhibiting factor. The cutoff in bombing operations against the north,
by easing this problem for Hanoi, required more not less attack
sorties.

The Air Force also challenged the criticism of its
Ff
jet operations. It cited specific statistics on jet truck kills in .
December 1968, and pointed to the recent opening of a new bypass
and work on a new road by the enemy, forced upon him to get
around the interdicted areas of Mu Gia Pass and Ban Karai Pass.
The Air Force stated that if budget constraints dictated reduction of
forces in Southeast Asia, then the question would have to be asked:
what residual force mix could inflict maximum costs on the enemy ?
Its answer was to endorse Secretary Brown's suggestion of 11 February to Mr. Packard that air interdiction would produce a better
return than ground and air forces in South Vietnam. In other
words, a reduction in SEA activity in lg69 could probably be accomplished only by maintaining a high air activity.I2

GEID) At an Air Staff Board meeting on 12 Febru.ary, where
Dr. Selints 5 February memo was discussed, however, Lt. Gen.'
Duward L. Crow, USAF Comptroller, and Maj. Gen. George S.
Boylan, Jr. , Director of Aerospace Programs, proposed that an Air
Force position on 1969 reductions in SEA be developed for possible
future application. An ad hoc working group, chaired by the Directorate of -Plans, with ref,TeFntatives from the Directorates of
Operations, Programs, &rd Budget, set to work to formulate Air
Force alternative positions. "Because the entire problem was raised
by a budget issue, " the group concentrated on addressing this factor.
It was assumed that reductions in military units in SEA during fiscal
year 1970 would be directed. Four alternative positions were developed
and forwarded by Maj. Gen. Richard H. Ellis, Director of Plans, to
PACAF and Seventh Air Force for comment. He explained that none
of the positions were presented as recommendations for action but as
a basis for an Air Force decision should a "Directed Force Reduction"
occur. The four alternatives were:

ffi

il', ji.il

t
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1. Cancel the planned deployment of four F-4 squadronp
(to replace the four Air National Guard (ANG) F-100C
squadrons scheduled to return from SEA to demobilized
status in April and May 1969) and turn one air base over
to the Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF).
2. Phase out two F-100D squadrons in the second and
fourth quarters of fiscal year 19?0, as planned, without
replacing them with four A-3? squadrons. Procurementl
of A-3?rs would be canceled in fiscal year 19?0, withr a
buy of only 50 in fiscal year 1969 instead of the previoulslY
planned

t

113.

3. Withdraw the 33d' 44th, 351st, and 354th Tactical
Fighter Squadrons (F-105) from Thailand to Kadena in tfe
second quarter of the fiscal year, and relocate existing
EB-66 aircraft to U-Tapao, Korat, and Kadena' One Jhai
air base (Takhli) would be placed in continuity of oper{tions PIan (COP) status.

4. Cut B-52 sorties to 1,440 per month' with the redr'r]ction
|
{t
to be absorbed by Guam-based units.
In their comments on the above, Pacific Ai{ Forces
(pACA1l) and Seventh Air Force strongly opposed any reductipn.13
They recognized that the air interdiction campaign in Laog hfd not
forced the enemy to cease the war, but they also posed the $uestion:
"What level of combat activity might the enemy sustain if thl air
interdiction campaign were s.uspended ? " They pointed out thflt the
Rolling Thunder campaign in 196? had severely hurt NVN, an[ noted
by comparison how easily the enemy had rebuilt his economy and
improved logistic efforts southward in the wake of the U. S. pombing
restrictions of March and November 1968. They insisted that truck
killing was only part of the interdiction effort. Impeding tralffic
flow, backing up supplies, and destroying them was more im]Portant,
and to do this, the Rolling Thunder jet force of F-105rs and F-4ts
was vital. They argued that while the A-1 was efficient in tpe
truck-killing role it could not be used against the entire len{th of
the enemyts lines of communication (LOC's). Changing !1rc {et force
structure solely because of its deficiency in the truck-killing role
could result in an operationally restricted force incapable of
prosecuting the air campaign over all of Southeast Asia. BQth commands were especially concerned about being able to respond to any
directive to resume the bombing of North Vietnam. They allso were

(ffiS)
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F-4 or F-105 force reductions "would sericusly
dlgrade the credibility of our greatest leverage for negotiati.ons,
t
i. e. , the capability to resume attacks on the heart of NVN.
Gen. George s. Brown, seventh Air Force commander--commenting
on Dr. Selinrs charge that only 20 percent of tactical air sorties
were in support of ground forces in contact with the enemy--noted
that about 50 percent of the in-country tactical air effort was
currently operating in Laos, where Gen. Creighton Abrams'
CgMUSMACV, had agreed "it can be most g"iti;ii; "^pr.yla. "14
General McConnell, however, after discussions with
1fi|{|rt)
secretaries Laird and Packard, concluded that the Air Force would
probably have to reduce tactical fighter squadrons in South Vietnam'
Based on this anticipated requirement' the Air Staff decided that a
withdrawal of two tactical fighter squadrons was acceptable and could
be justified.15 As a result, on IB March 1969 General McConnell
directed the Air staff to prepare I IIr€IIIor proposing to the Jcs a
replacement of the four ANG F-100 squadrons by F-4's on a two-forfour instead of four-for-four basis. on 2l March this proposal was
forwarded to Tactical Air Command, PACAF, and seventh Air
Force for comment.
(fff
PACAF and Seventh Air Force continued to oppose
any reductions. In objecting to the chief of staff's proposal, both
stressed the increased requirement for out-country (Laos) sorties'
General Brown said he agreed less tactical air effort was rfeeded {ncountry, but that "such a conclusion is not shared by the Army or
the Marines, and in fact less tactical air support will result in
in reaching ground objectives'
either increased casualties or sloly-down
+
Unlike Gen. William W. Momyer, his predecessor as Seventh Air
Force Commander, General Brown felt that with the shift in the
monsoon and the resultant bad weather in Laos more tactical air
effort, not less, would be required to impede the enemyrs movement'
Most of the bombing would be MSQ,* airborne radar, or LORAN;4
therefore, the decreased accuracy must be compensated for by added
weight of effort. " He disagreed with the Systems Analysis view that

apprehensive that

f

*For MomYer's view' see next page.
+MSQ, mobile special purpose ground based radar guidance
bombing system; LORAN:

long- range navigation.

t'
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a single factor--payload--should be the principal determinant in force
structure decisions, insisting presence was equally important{ He
said he would be the first to admit that many of the preplanried
sorties in South Vietnam resulted in strikes against not very lucrative targets, but that it was this very sortie capability that enabled
Seventh Air Force jo divert to support troops when they needed it.
As he expressed it: t'Presence of tac air has resulted in the enemy
breaking contact on innumerable occasions. As a result' ground
commanders are sortie oriented. I am sure they would not well
receive. our assurances that we will be around less often but will
bring more ordnance when we arrive. t'16
General Momye1,17 66mmander of TAC sup$orted
t'p)
the Chief of Staff's suggestion. He thought that a resumptiori of
bombing in the North was unlikely, and noted that enemy actilon in
South Vietnam would slow down with the onset of the southwest
monsoon season. Thai-based forces could absorb any adQed pur{en
in SVN, since their use against LOC's was restricted, even with
radar and MSQ bombing. With more air refueling available during
the southwest monsoon--because of the reduced effort against LOCts
in Laos--fewer aircraft could cover a greater area in response to
immediate requests. Finally, he suggested that with less than 45
contacts with the enemy per day throughout South Vietnam, Spventh
Air Force could reduce the number of sorties scheduled on flreallocated missions without having a significant effect on the r{'rar
effort. As things then stood, General Momyer said, the SeVenth Air
Force was making available about ?0 percent of its daily sorties for
the in-country effort on a weekly allocation, with the ground forces
having no corresponding operations demanding such support. He
recognized the t'inherent service problem, " that is' that if the Air
Force reduced forces, the Marines would ttcontinue to pump in 258
sorties a day in I Corps regardless of whether they have targets or
not, " and this could make it appear the Air Force was not giving
the Army adequate support. In spite of this possibility, Gerjeral
Momyer thought the time had come to propose a reduction. If the
situation should change, TAC could deploy needed F-4 squadfons to
the theater.

(el)

After reflecting on these comments, GeneraX. McConnell
on 24 March proposed that the JCS consider a two-for-four l'eduction.
In background and talking papers he cited numerous points as rationale
for his view. Since the F-4 squadrons were not yet deployed' the
Air Force could achieve an orderly and logical reduction. QSD

llru -'c-
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to the "29 questions on vietnam", had argued that withdrawals of some tactical air personnel t'would not have significant
effect on U. S. combat capabilities or effectiveness;" the Air Force,
by voluntarily withdrawing two tactical fighter squadrons from South
vietnam, would reduce pressures from osD and be able to pick the
units and determine the time of drawdown. The reduction could be
publicized or not, as the political situation dictated. program 6*
force levels would consequently be reduced by approximately ?00
spaces. The withdrawals would save $85.5 million in operations
and munitions expenditures and, if this posture were maintained
through the second quarter of fiscal year rg72, would decrease combat attrition by 23 F.-4 aircraft. personnel problems wogld be eased
by the decrease in requirements for tactical replacement'training
unit (RTU) output, specialized maintenance training, and involunrary
responses

second tours.

(Q)
The Chief of Staff further pointed out that the four
ANG squadrons had been initially deployed to South Vietnam to counter
the Tet 1968 offensive. The 1g6g offensive, however, had proved
relatively ineffective, and enemy ground activity remained at a low
ebb. Since the balance of military capabilities had improved in the
Alliesr favor, consideration could be given to accepting some degradation of tactical air capability, especially since the F-4 squadrons
could deploy rapidly to sEA if necessary. while noting he was not
recommending use of comparative effectiveness as a rationale for
reducing theater air assets, General McConnell gave a detailed account
*Program 6' the new SEA Deployment program issued by osD
on 4 April 1968, called for deploying to SVN four ANG F-100 squadrons and one Marine squadron in May and June; deferring deployment of one usAF F-4 squadron to Thailand (from Februiry to June);
deferring redeployment from Thailand to the united states of one
usAF A-1 squadron and a Navy sp-2E unit; extending the B-b2 sortie
rate of I' 800 per month from 15 February through June 1968, then
dropping it to 1,400 a month; replacing the B2d Airborne Division
brigade and the Marine P'LT 27, hurriedly sent to VN in
{'ebrua5y,
with two new Army brigades; scheduling conversion of r2,-b4s
military to civilian spaces in svN to preclude overrun of the new
549' 500 u. s. manpower ceiling; increasing RVNAF maneuver,

artillery, and engineer battalions.

.::.:;:..-'.til
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of the advantages of the F-4 (over the F-100rs) in terms of elivery
capability, strafing, ordnance-carrying capability' range, an
versatility.

|wrGenera1McConnel1tsproposa1wasnotfavor]ab1y

received by the JCS. Just a month before, they had directdd the
Air Force to replace the four ANG F-100 squadrons with $-prs on a
one-for-one basis,lB and the Air Force had been preparing t! replace
two squadrons in April and two in May. When General McQonnell
submitted his 24 March reduction proposal--following discus$ions
with Secretaries Laird and Packard--the Joint Chiefs objectQd to it.
Secretary Laird, however, in a 9 April memo to the Chairrrnan of
the JCS said he understood "we are planning" to reduce two Air
Force tactical fighter squadrons in South Vietnam and asked whether
it might not be ryqre appropriate to withdraw two squadrons from

Staff, CINCPAC, and CINCPACAF, the JCS on lB April advised
Secretary Laird that a reduction of air assets in SEA was npt militarily sound. Ilowever, if a reduction had to be made--for other
than military reasons--they believed the cut should be mqde in Soyth
Vietnam rather than Thailand. On B May Secretary Laird df.rected
the JCS to deploy two squadrons from the Continental United States
(CONUS) to replace the four ANG F-100 squadrons in SEA. The
deploymel to
other two F-4 squadrons (previously scheduled for deploymefit
South Vietnam in May 1969) were to be put in a standdown status tili
-.^r 20
after I July when they might or might not be sent.20

ry S

Position
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*
the Arc Light Sortie Issue

ffi)Throughoutthedebateoverairpo\,uerinthpfirst
half of 1969 the JCS had been among the firmest opponents Qf any
reduction in SEA tactical air strength. Their arguments pafticularly
cited the enemyrs continued aggressiveness despite the Novefnber
agreements stopping the bombing of North Vietnam. They ci.rculated
a CINCPAC letter and booklet of 16 January, which provided photographic evidence of how Hanoi had been improving its transportation
and POL facilities since the bombing halt. In this context, a background paper prepared for a JCS meeting with Secretairy Lafrd on
3 February reported " a deliberate shift in the weight of thQ air
effort" since the bombing halt: the bulk of the sorties previpusly flown
against the North had been redirected to interdiction of the pnemy's
*B-52 Operations in

SEA.
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personnel and logistic bases in south vietnam and Laos. This new
pattern of air operations in SEA, it was maintained, "is in direct
support of the current COMUSMACV strategy of disrupting the enemyrs
offensive plans and precluding the essential buildup of personnel
t
and supplies necessary to support major unit operations. ti2l

The JCS in its 4 February response to the "2g
EF)
Questions" gave a detailed, highly favorable estimate of air interdiction effectiveness, both in choking off enemy supplies and preventing planned enemy activities. MACV, whose replies to the
"Questions" were incorporated in the JCS repIy, was particularly
eloquent in praising the B-52 role, noting not only its preemptive
and interdiction functions, but its inhibiting effect on all enemy
movement, labor recruitment, and procurement and concealment of
supplies. The way that field commanders had integrated B-52 firepower into their overall fire support plans for ground tactical operations--causing great destruction to the enemy and littIe comparable
harm to friendly personnel--was cited in praise of the SAC bombers.

GTheJCSa1sohadconsistent1yopposedal1proposa1s
to cut back the B-52 sortie rate. In November 1968, when Deputy
Secretary of Defense Paul M. Nitze had asked for recommendations
on a variable (1,400-I, 800 a month) B-l2.s,ortie rate, the JCS advised
retaining the current 1,8OO-a-month rate.oo On I December, Mr.
Nitze, citing budgetary and logistic planning reasons, approved the
variable rate effective 1 January 1969 as contained in his November
memo. On 19 December SAC submitted a plan to implement such a
variable rate as a way to save optional and maintenance dollars and
optimize force posture by permitting the refurn to CONUS of some
aircraft and crews during the 6 months when the lower (1,400 sorties a
month) rate was in effect. When the JCS submitted the SAC pbn-to
GINCPAC and CoMUSMAcv, both objected, stating that any reduction

in the rate would be militarilv inadvisable. *

*When SAC again

in October 1969 recommended return to the
CONUS of aircraft, crews, and support personnel in excess of current
Arc Light requirements--in an effort to reduce degradation of Single
Integrated Operations Plan (SIOP) forces--the Chief of Staff advised
Gen. Bruce K. Holloway, CINCSAC, that he agreed with this recom-

mendation, but that the "highest authority" had directed continuing these
deployments to sustain current sortie capabilities, which precluded
pursuing. the subject for the time being. [Msg (TS) AFSSO to CINCSAC
0722542

Oct 69. l
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On 18 February the JCS forwarded to Secrdtary
Laird more recent CINCPAC and MACV messages (of 25 anid 26
January respectively) indicating their very strong praise of and
demand for B-52 sorties and uSging a continuation of the 1, 800 a
month rate. There was no immediate OSD response, although on
1 April Secretary Laird told a Congressional committee that the
sortie rate would be reduced to 1, 600 per month for fiscal year 19?0.
On 26 April the JCS again strongly urged the Defense Chief to eontinue the old sortie rate. They again cited the opinions of field
commanders in South Vietnam, who were unanimous in theif view
that B-52's were making a major contribution to the achievtiment of
U. S. objectives in SEA and an important factor in preventirtg effective
enemy offensives. Judging by target nominations received hy
COMUSMACV from field commanders, the JCS said it would take
more than five times the number of B-52 sorties currently available
to strike the targets nominated each d"y.23
ffiInafurthermovetogettheSecretary'sapprova1of

the 1,800-sortie rate, the JCS considered budget reductions in tactical
air operations as a way to permit continuance of this rate. By cutting
out two ANG F-100 squadrons (replacing them by F-4rs on p one-fortwo basis) redeploying one Marine F-4 squadron from South Vietnam
to Japan, and reducing to two the number of U. S. Navyu ca{rie6s on *
Yankee Station, an estimated savings of $193. ? million could accrue.
This would exceed the estimated $103.6 million to be gained by reducing the Arc Light sorties from 1, 800 to 1, 600. On 16 May the JCS
recommended these chang,es as a way of maintaining the I' E00 per
month B-52 sortie rate. o=

ffi)SecretaryLairdrep1iedthatthe1,B00-sortierate

would require about $100 million in added fiscal year 1969 q.nd 19?0
funds. He left it up to the JCS to decide, by 27 June, whdther to
maintain the 11800 rate (but with a $100 million reduction frfom some
other part of the tactical air effort), or to cut the Arc Light rate to
1, 600 sorties a month and retain other tactical air operations at their
currently planned level. He expressed the hope that, in view of the
large number of sorties made available by the halt in bombing North
Vietnam, such a reduction could be mad^e- without a significant
After consulting with
impact on combat operations elsewh
"t..25
CINCPAC, the JCS chose to drop the B-52 rate to 1,600. The Air

*U.

S. Navy forces in Gulf of Tonkin with strike respfnsibility

in North Vietnam.
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Force supported this change, stating that the reduction would egable
it to save some $100 million by bringing home rz B-szrs and seven
KC-I35's and their crews. continuing to maintain forces in place
for some possible future task was deemed an uneconomical use of
resources and would further impair effectiveness of the U. S. Single
Integrated Operatigns Plan (SIOP).

(H
Three months later, however, the Secretary of Defense
decided to reduce the Arc Light program still further, to 1, 400 sorties
a month, as part of Project ?03* budget reductions. He advised the
President on 6 october that he believed this level of B-52 support to
be more than adequate in light of existing combat levels. He added
that OSD analyses showed the 1,4OO-sortie rate might not be justified,
but that commanders in the field argue-d^ so strongly for this support
that he was respecting their judgment.zo The President approved
this recommendation via a Kissinger memo to Secretary Laird, on
17 October. He directed, however, that support facilities for B-52
operations be kept at a level which would permit rapid *'estoration of
higher sortie rates if required.

k

NSSM 36 Debate

(Gl

A major new debate over cutting back air power in
in connection with NSSM 36, "Vietnamizing the War"
(10 Aprii). This National Security Study Memorandum required an
interagency plan with specific timetables for turning over the war to
the South Vietnamese. - In firming up policy on this plan one of the
most contested points concerned the extent of the continuing need for
air power in the wake of the Vietnamization program. Considerable
fuel was added to the debate following additional guidanc'e from '
Secretary Laird on 2l M^y,27 Expressing concern over lack of progress and apparent confusion in the planning exercise, he emphasized
that the Vietnamization plan was not a separate matter from the plans
to return U. S. units during 1969. He requested the military departments to consider balanced "slices" as well as predominantly combat
units in their withdrawal plans, and to include out-of-country forces
and tactical air forces t'instead of assuming, as had been done, that
SEA also arose

*A budget-cutting exercise which brought government-wide
manpower and spending reductions, including a cut of approximately
$1 billion for each of the Services.
*See Chapter I.
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these would remain at current levels. " He said he did not itttend
to "prejudge the situation, " but pointed out there wer6 alreab|
budget constraints on the air effort.

(%l
Systems Analysis--concerned about budgetarfl
problems--pointed out on 31 May that savings would be less than
desired-gnless support units were withdrawn along with compat
fo"ces. 28 The JCS, however, argued that withdrawing balanped
"slices" would rob the RVNAF of the combat and service sdpport
critically needed as it moved to assume more responsibility in
the war. General Brown, Seventh Air Force Commander, iln
commenting on Systems Analysisr views, suggested thgt the ilitial
redeployment package should be heavy in combat forces in drder
provide increased support to VNAF, and to help pack and s$ip
materiel and supplies associated with redeploying units. zr

Laird's point about ir{cluding
plans, Systems Analflsis
in
the
withdrawal
out-of-country forces
suggested that USAF tactical air force,s in Thailand could fe$.sibly
Concerning Secretary

HQ

be reduced by ten fighter squadrorr".30 Both PACAF and Selventh
Air Force were strongly opposed to this. General Brown stated
that the Thai-based F-105's and F-4rs were vital to the interdiction campaign in Laos to keep down the level of enemy aptivity
in SVN and further the success of pacification there. They were
also essential to the continued operation of AQ-130, AC-47, A-1,
and A-26 aircraft in the increasingly tougher AA defense en]vironment. Rather than redeploying six fighter squadrons and tlho
reconnaissance squadrons from Thailand and closing two Thpi
bases, General Brown recommended--if required to do so--closing
Nha Trang and Tuy Hoa in South Vietnam and withdrawal of six
SVN-based squadrons (after A-3?B conversion), one SVN RF-4C
squadron, and one Thailand EB-66 squadron. By so doing' operations would be degraded less, since the Thai-based forces lrere
better located to support requirements, were less susceptibfl.e to
enemy ground attack, and posed a greater threat to North Jietnam
than did those in the South. A1so, base congestion in Sout
Vietnam, particularly in the wake of growing efforts to imp[ove
the South Vietnamese Air Force, would be decreased., Finfllly.,
General Brown cited the need to maintain maximum air povifer*in
Thailand as long as possible, a basic CINCPAC post-hostilities
objective.
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JCS, clNcpAcr aod MAcv registered similar
protests against proposals to reduce out-of-country/offshore forces.
They saw the united states facing an interrelated enemy threat in
Vietnam, Laos, and northeast Thailand, with those aiu forces
essential in countering it. However, should such cuts be dirlcted,
despite the risks to operations in both svN and Laos, ttrefrEliEeo
an "illustrative redeployment alternativet' for such for""s.3/ Later,
when osD/ISA on 11 september requested two additional Thailand
redeployment packages of 6,000 each, 33 thu JCS recommended
against forwarding these proposals to the NSC.34

(E+)

on the question of overall tactical air cutbacks, in
late May the JCS pointed to the 18 percent reduction scheduled for
1969 (including replacement of the four ANG F-100 squadrons by
only two F-4 squadrons and the reduction of attack carrier and B-52
sorties) and opposed any further reductions as dang"ror".35 They
felt that a further phasedown, coupled with u. S. withdrawals,.could
be interpreted by the enemy as a general, unilateral U. S. withdrawal
rather than a vietnamization effort. The military commanders in
SEA wholeheartedly supported the JCS view. General Brown recogntzed that domestic political and economic pressures made tactical
air reductions attractive, but thought the point had not been reached
where such a move made sense. The presid'ent's B June Midway
announcement of u. S. ground force redeployments militated against
any early cutback of such resources. Rather, tactical air support
to the RVNAF would be a crucial element in countering enemyinitiatives taken in response to U. s. force deployments. In particular, the limited number of tactical air squadrons in the VNAF
modernization program for a time at leas!,^ made it imprudent to
redeploy significant air assets from sEA.36 The issue was also
addressed by cINCPAG in a letter to the JCS on 2b July forwarding
the U. s. Embassy/uacv plan on vietnarnizing the war. He went
into great detail about the hazards of additional reductions in SEA
tactical air capabilities beyond those already envisaged in the pIan.
u. s. ground strength reductions would only increase the need for
fire support if enemy efforts continued. Effective interdiction
efforts had to be maintained to prevent an in-country enemy buildup.
Taking an opposite view, Dr. selinrs systems
%
Analysis staff favored reducing u.s. and VNAF fighter/attacx
squadrons from a current total of 66 to a residual program of 36,
as compared with the MAcv-recommended total of bb. It agreed
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with MACV on retaining five gunship squadrons in a residual force,
but recommended only 10 reconnaissance/ECM squadrons as compared to the 14 proposed by MACV. Such a cutback, Systerns
Analysis argued, would permit redeployment of 17,000 more people
al1ow the closure or reduction of six air bases, &fld cost $1.5
billion less than the MACV plan. The biggest point of difference
was in the number of squadrons to be redeployed from Thai1and,
with Dr. Selinrs staff proposing to redeploy all 10 squadrons, the
JCS none. In addition to these squadron reductions, System$
Analysis also wished to reduce the overall number of sorties.
while favoring an increase of 50 percent in U. s. , and 310 pdrcdnt
in vNAF sorties for close air support of troops in contact in south
Vietnam, they proposed a 50 percent reduction in all other ai.r
strikes in svN except those on enemy troops in the open. In Laos
they recommended eutting the number of all sorties by more than
half--from 13,500 to 6,000 sorties a month.37

(H)

ttre systems analysts based these proposals on the
contention that close air support of ground troops was more pttective than air interdiction, but that currently more than nine $ut of
l0 attack sorties in South Vietnam were directed against fixe$ targets
in known or suspected areas of enemy activity--often in densb jungle
or enemy held territory--whose effectiveness was largely unknown.
They insisted the air interdiction campaign in Laos had .not r'educed
infiltration of men and supplies enough to really hurt the enetnyi and
that the operation had been extremely costly to the united states-more than $2.4 billion a year at current levels. They recommended
reducing sorties against LoCts truck parks, and storage areas, while
increasing^gunship sorties ang suppression strikes against A4A

defens.s.3fr

G)tnsum'theana1ystsinoSDappearedtobepre-

scribing tactics and strategy for conducting the air war in Solutheast
Asia: de-emphasize interdiction and stress close air support for
troops in contact; cut jet forces in favor of gunships, and pu11 jet
forces out of rhailand completely. The Air Force, the JCS, and
the field cornmanders strongly disputed the analystsr views, holding
that interdiction was a valid role which helped prevent an enemy
buildup in South vietnam and was to be judged not solply on what
enemy supplies got through but on how much more might hav6 gotten
through without it. Preplanned sorties, they conceded, were not
always attacking the most lucrative targets, but the presence of
tactical air and the fact it was available made it a very imp{rtant
support to ground commanders. Gunship efficiency in the tnick-

r}r:;lil
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killing role did not justify changing the whole force structure
prostheir favor when what was needed was a force capable of
ecuting the air campaign over all southeast Asia. Jet force
reductions would degrade trhe credibility of the greatest leverage
the united states had for getting negotiations, and removing them
from Thailand would be contrary to a basic u. s. post-hostilities
objective.

(%e)
m the final Vietnamization report to secretary
Laird in late August, the Jcs stated that they did not believe the
a
osD concepts would meet the vNAF combat support needs for
successful program. They said the osD evaluation of air interdiction was a repetition of views advanced earlier, but adjudged
unsound by themselves, the services, and combat commanders in
the field. Withdrawing out-of-country/offshore forces would incur
serious risks of increased enemy infiltration and decreaqed support
when the RVNAF needed it most. The Defense Chief, apparently
accepting the JCS recommendation that OSD|s "theoretically derived
.on.Lptsl' might jeopardize successful Vietnamization of the war'
the National
to forwara tn" final report on NSSM 36 to
39
"gr""-d
Security Council without OSDrs dissenting views'

The debate was not over, it is true' as evident in
Deputy secretary Packard's 25 october 1969 request for a joint
JC^S/I'SA/SA evaluation of interdiction operations in Laos. But for
the time being, the long arguments on the effectiveness of SEA air
assete- and whether or not they should be cut, had ended in favor
of the advocates of continued air strength. The arguments had been
ovei specific points like interdiction versus close air support or
jet versus gunships, but the basic question was wheth"l.rt: k""9,
or cut back the main u. s. tool--its air strike forces--that could
exert influence on North Vietnam. It was on this basis that the
arguments of the JCS and the field commanders had carried the day:
The North Vietnamese threat--in the interrelated South Vietnam'
Laos, and Cambodia areas--was still there, and with ongoing U' S'
ground withdrawals might well increase. It was not wise. to withd...r" the only u. s. weapon that might keep the enemy from escalating the war or that might still persuade him to negotiate its end'
Thus, while a few cutbacks were made in air power in the latter
part of the year, as noted (one B-5? squadron, two Special Operatiorr" squadrons, and two F-4 squadrons not sent as replacements)'
1969 saw USAF capabilities in SEA effectively preserved--and used'
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III. AIR POWER IN

SUPPORT OF U. S. POLICY
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IN SOUTHEAST

ASIA

While, the policies affecting air power were being
growing
debated, its
importance was being demonstrated dail/ in
Southeast Asia. With cutbacks projected for U. S. ground forpes and,
above all, with the emphasis on reducing casualties, U. S. off]icials
increasingly substituted air power to harass and preempt hostile
activity in order to minimize ground contacts. The constant pressure
maintained by U. S. forces, especially air, following on the cpushing
enemy losses inflicted in the 1968 Tet offensive and at Khe S4nh,
prevented him from mounting any significant assaults and seriously
hampered his vital resupply efforts. As a result, the militarfy
situation in 1969 was relatively quiet compared to the crisis-tfidden
events of 1968. Further, and most significantly, Hanoi did npt profit
as much as expected from the U. S. bombing halt of Novembef 1968.
For, the policy decisions in the first half of 1969 to retain air resources in the theater meant that aircraft previously committpd over
North Vietnam- -far from being withdrawn as some had anticipated-were available for operations against the enemy elsewhere. Ehey
were ttdiverted to an intensified interdiction campaign in Laos
(Commando Hunt) and additional air support to in-country opepations.tt1

%

lnterdiction

O"t-oI-!c""t.y

+tiltFt) After the I November halt of the attacks on orth
Vietnam, all the U. S. out-of-country air interdiction strikes

viously directed at Route Package I' across the Annam Mou tain
range, were redirected to the Laotian panhandle against the ow of
men and supplies trying to get through to South Vietnam alon the
Ho Chi Minh traiI.'io This new interdiction effort had increased
importance in 1969 for two reasons. First, as noted earlier, Hanoi
had used the bombing halt to repair damage to transportation networks and industrial sites and was consequently free to move men
and materiel down to the demilitarized zone without fear of abrial
attack.3 As a result, the dry season of late 1968 and earty |SOS
saw an increased amount of enemy materiel passing into and through
Laos. Another Tet-type offensive seemed in the offing, and pot
only the Joint Chiefs but the U. S. Ambassador to Laos exprepsed

*See Figure 2.
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fear of "trouble ahead" due to this great southward logistic{l movement.4 Secondly, U. S. officials saw air interdiction operations as
essential to insure success of the pacification program, a key factor
in Vietnamization. General Brown expressed this view in a message
to all Seventh Air Force units on 10 January tg69:
The accelerated pacification program could well be
the final phase of the conflict in South Vietnam...
The current air interdiction campaign in Laos
could go down as one of the most significant
actions of the war, and I emphasize that the Nol"'th
Vietnamese logistic flow through 'soirthern Laos
must be reduced to a point where it cannot support
offensive military actions by the communists in
South Vietnam. Shou1d the campaign fail to reach
that object, the result will be renewed military
action by the communists in South Vietnam, with
the objective of defeating the accelerated p_acific?tion program which is of such importance. c
Secretary of Defense Clark M. Clifford, as early as
F)
July 1968, had directed the Air Force to plan for an intenslve interl
diction campaign in Laos for the 1968-69 northeast monsoor,
for
On 18 July the Chief of Staff gave CINCPACAF responsibility ""*"orr.6
plan.
developing such a
With some modifications by COMUSMACV,
this plan, Commando Hunt, became the focus of U. S. out-of,-country
air interdiction efforts after the November bombing halt. It was a
concentrated day-night campaign, with maximum disruption End/or
destruction of the enemyts lines of communication its primqrry
objective. 7 tt covered some 1, ?00 square miles of southerd laos.
A joint Air Force, Navy, and Marine effort, it utilized sorrl,rewhat
less than 20 percent of the MACV tactical air resources anp about
38 percent of the B-52 sorties. *B General Brown of Seventh Air
Force was responsible for control of operations. The campaign
officially got under way on 15 November 1968 and continued through
April 1969. Subsequently, it was extended from May through
October 1969 (Commando Hunt II) and from November 1969 through
April 19?0 (Commando Hunt 'III).9

rkSee

Figure

3.
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The first 4 months of 196g were especially crucial
for this ambitious effort. The harshly primitive, rugged tlrrain
in Laos presented tremendous problems to the U. S. pilots, w-hile
the enemy was able to dxploit it to his own great advantag+. ru
Indeed, there was a hint of grudging admiration for the enQmy in
a March 1969 Seventh Air Force hrtelligence summary:
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Through February 1969 the enemy seenied tb be

Laos, William H. Sullivan, reported to the State Departmeht in
February that "it would appear that the enemy has successfully
maintained his logistical system through the height of the Qommando
Hunt interdiction campaign by systematically opening new rputes and
repairing old routes. "12 By the end of February and the leginning
of March, however, Commando Hunt results began to imprbve due
to the introduction of measures to provide greater flexibilily in operations. Target priorities were made less rigid, new interdiction
points were established, the rules of engagement were relajxed, and
Special Arc Light Operating Areas (SALOA's) were authori{ed in
which multiple strikes could be made without validating each new
strike.13

Most sorties were directed against special fnterEF)
diction points--such as narrow passes--(40 percent) and trrfck parks
and storage areas (35 percent), in order to prevent the en$my from
concentrating supplies at his most heavily defended position]s.
Moving trucks and antiaircraft artillery positions were tar$ets of
15 and 10 percent of the sorties, respectively.14 The AC-l]23 and
AC-I30 versions of the Spooky gunships were introduced indo the
campaign during this period, providing a spectacular exam$Ie of
effectiveness in January when a single AC-130 destroyed 27 trucks

OHffrr
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on a single sortie.l5 By the time Commando Hunt I ended in April,
6?, 094 tactical air and 3' Bll B-52 sorties* had been flown against
LOC's, truck parks, storage areas' moving trucks' and AAA
positions ir1 the Steel Tiger a.eat-nearly all in the Commando Hunt

""-p"ign.16
(||l|
Under these varied pressures, the enemy lost more
and more of his .supplies. The seventh Air Force report on
Command Hunt I* estimated that from January to April 1969, 47 per'
cent of the foets logistical input was destroyed in Laos, 29 percent
was consumed in the system, 6 percent went into Storage, and 18
percent got through to South Vietnam. The report concluded that the
combined effects of the interdiction campaign and in-country combat
operations forced the enemy to draw down his stocks and prevented
him from accumulating enouqh resources to maintain or increase
his earlier level of activitY. r I
commando Hunt II, initiated at the beginning rof the
south',r,rest monsoon in May, sought to take advantage of the destructive effects of the rains on the roads by preventing their repair,
and thus creating vulnerable concentrations of enemy materiel' The
intensified attacks, combined with the weather, severely reduced
enemy logistical activity in southern Laos. North Vietnam thereupon
resorted to stockpiting materiel in its border areas' apparently to
prepare for a logistics surge in the next dry season' Committing
more resources to the 1969-70 drive than in previous d-ry seasons'
the enemy increased his truck inventory by 50 percent,IU and his
communications network by an additional 650 kilometers of roads'
B0 kilometers of pipeline, and 150 kilometers of waterways.19 By
the
the end of December he also, had twice as many AAA gunsonalong
-"
In
Laos line of communications as during the previous year.

FFl)

effect,whenCommandoHuntllloperationsbeganonlNovember
during the 1g69-?0 northeast monsoon season, the enerpy "had
running start. tt21

*For a breakdown of sorties see Figure

a

3'

+See Figure 2.

*Thu report was prepared by the Seventh Air Fdrce staff
with assistance from representatives of Hq USAF' Task Force
Alpha, and The Rand CorPoration.
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This situation was, of course, related to the fact
F)
that in 1969--as compared to the year before--there was no U. S.
interdiction campaign in North Vietnam. The enemy, free of such
pressure, could concentrate his activities across the bordert' accordingly. As General Brown put it, "Now very simply, the enemy has
a free ride to the NVN border."22 Another factor aided erfemy
efforts during the last half of 1969 when U. S. air activities began
to come under budgetary constraints. A ceiling was put o! Seventh
Air Force strike sorties effective I September 1969, and thF Navy
task force in the Gulf of Tonkin was reduced from three to two
carriers, further decreasing available sorties by 50 per day. Itl
addition, enemy activity in northern Laos required diversion of *
many more sorties to Operation Barrel Roll during this period.
For the entire Commando Hunt III campaign, daily tactical air
sorties averaged 295 as compared to 401 during Commando Hunt I-this in t[e_ face of the enemy's greatly expanded communica]tions
!
I
network.23
General Brown pressed on with the campaigfi noneG
theless, strongly emphasizing accurate target intelligence and unremitting pressure, with continual surveillance by both visual
reconnaissance and sensor technology. According to the Seventh
Air Force report on Commando Hunt III, more than l0' 000 trucks
were destroyed and damaged, with gunships, flying B pe,rceht of the
sorties, receiving credit for 48 percent .of the losses.'a Despite
the sharp increase in the number of enemy trucks, and the fact
that his logistic effort during October-December was appro>kimately'
16 tirnes that of the preceding July-September period, his flelivery of
war materiel to South Vietnam, according to Seventh Air Fprce' was
only some 3. 5 times greater.2S
Summing up in his preface to the Commandq Hunt III
G)
report, General Brown stated that "trucks and supplies tverie destroyed, enemy resources were tied down, and enemy supptry flow
was reduced, all at increasing cost to the enemy.tt He added,
perhaps with a touch of exasperation, that the report "demonstrates
once again that there is no panacea target or weapon systefn, t' and
gave the credit for results to "good intelligence and constant pressure on the entire resupply system.tt The report itself poifnted out

*see pp 49-bo.
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that the campaign had contributed significantly to the relatively low
level of American and Allied casualties in South Vietnamr and that
its cost had been clearly less than if Allied ground forces had
attempted to eliminate an equivalent enemy capability on the battlefie1d.26 The faet was that the effectiveness of air interdiction
could not be simply and precisely judged and was a matter of considerable difference of opinion as was noted in Chapter II. Systems
Analysis in OSD, for example, remained skeptical as did Oep/Oir
Leonard Sullivan, Jr. , of DDR&E, although the latter conceded that
Commando Huntrs interdiction results were t'better than last yearrs
effort. "27 The Air Force again asked: "what leve1 of combat
activity might the enemy sustain if the air interdiction campaign
were suspended?t'28 General Abrams agreed, saying: "Too often
these programs are judged by what got through instead of on a
realistic assessment of that which was headed for South Vietnam
but did not get there. " 29

A secondary goal of the Commando Hunt campaign
trfFl
had been to evaluate the Igloo White sensor system. This was an
all-weather, full-time surveillance system consisting of gacoustlc
and seismic sensors, relay aircraft, and an Infiltration Surveillance
Center, under the operational control of a wing level organization
known as Task Force A1pha. The initial Seventh Air Force Commando Hunt report, dated 20 May 1969, unequivocally endorsed Igloo
White. The acquisition, definition, ard nomination of targets-particularly the targeting of truck parks and storage areas--relied
heavily on information obtained from the Igloo White sensors. Although
the systemrs contribution was difficult to quantify, and the original
expectation that it could track the movement of convoys from one point
to another had not been realized, Seventh Air Force concluded that
it had proyided an important breakthrough in tactical intelligence data
collection.

30
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Another evaluation of Igloo White's contribution,
undertaken by the Assistant Chief of Staff, Studies and Analysis, at
the request of the Vice Chief of Staff--using operational data obtained
from Seventh Air Force organizations--gave a somewhat equivocal
picture. It pointed out that Igloo White rrnominatedrr about twice as
many truck convoys for attack as did the Forward Air Controllers
(FACrs), but that the latter were unable to find more than a small
percentage (14 percent during I January-31 March 1969) of them.
This was probably due to the fact that the FACrs had to detect the
convoy at the exact location specified, with little allowance for

€EOI;T
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possible navigational error or for convoy movement while fhe'aircraft were enroute to the target. Studies and Analysis belf.eved
this situation partially reflected the highly subjective naturN of
assigning credit for target location and felt that the Igloo phite contribution was probably significantly greater than reflected i[r the
data base.31
Interdiction In- Countrv

Interdiction of enemy troops and supplies wlithin South
Vietnam was an important corollary to the out-of-country Qffort.
The more enemy supplies that could be kept from reaching likely
target areas and stockpile zones, the more enemy assaults--and U.S.
casualties--could be held down. Although directed at enerriyrs LOC,
storage areas, and base camps, interdiction centered prin{arily on
areas of heavy transit or storage, such as enemy routes ifito the
central highlands from Laotian and Cambodian border areaF, and his
camps in the A Shau Valley and War Zone C, sites for anf buildup
of forces to strike Saigon.

G\

The in-country interdiction role was sometlmes someG\
what ambiguous and often so closely related to close air sirpport of
ground forces as to overlap that function. At times aircr{ft flying
interdiction were called on to provide special, emergency pupport.
Thus, in February and March 1969 when the enemy was thfeatening
Saigon, a large number of Arc Light strikes was tempora|ily diverted

with very impressive results in reducing the thleat of atta[t.32
Similarly, more tlnan 2,300 tactical air sorties were sent lnto the A
Shau Va1ley storage area and infiltration route between 9 December
enemy activity persisted, B-52ts joined tactical air units ip a largescale Altied air-ground offensive, Dewey Canyon, to count$r it. As
friendly troops entered the area, the strike zone was necepsarily
compressed, and the tactical air role became primarily or{e of close
ground support rather than interdiction. rr The ground forpes seized
huge amounts of enemy stockpiles, backed up because the pnemy

*For an allocation of attack sorties between in-countqy and outcountry see Figure 4.
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had been unable to move ttr"-.3a Such losses of supplies in-country,
plus the Commando Hunt campaign and the continuing, cumulativg
effect of years of bombing and artillery fire, were considered
primary reasons for the lack of enemy aggressiveness during his
post- Tet offensive. 35
Close

Air

Support

for

Ground Forces

(fl|l)
The availability of the additional air resourc€s
formerly engaged over North Vietnam* also permitted a high degree
of assistance to ground troops 36 during the greater part of 1969-again actively supporting the all-important Nixon policy of reducing
U. S. casualties. The flexibility and mobility of this aid, refined
to highest efficiency by 1969, was decisive. Commanders could
shift vast quantities of men and supplies, deliver or extract troops
and equipment from otherwise inaccessible areas, aDd bring firepower to bear immediately in tactical situations. General ,$brams
could extend his ground force operations while at the^same pime
guaranteeing them a reasonable measure of security. r'{ ;
,

(t

Close air support was used both defensively--to
protect ground positions--and offensively in various ways to assist
friendly forces. For example, it was used to ttptuptt landing zones,
as in Apache Snow, the multi-battalion helicopter/airborne operation
of May-June 1969 conducted in A Shau Valley. The Commafiding
General, III Marine Amphibious Force, requested and was flrovided
94 preplanned sorties and 28 immediate sorties for landing zone
preparation and air cover during the combat assault and su$seq;,rent
contact with the enemy. He was unstinting in his praise of results:

The resounding success of the initial assaults. . .
represented a notable accomplishment of all
concerned. Particularly gratifying to me was the
air support elements to meet our request. . . This
surge in air support was basic to the scheme of
maneuver and met our requirements in full.. . The
control of the large number of tactical aircraft
and helicopters in constricted air space was
superb. The performance of the fighter pilots'
ALOrs, FACrs, and other controlling agencies
was totally professional. There is no doubt in rnly
mind that the precise application of air power wds
instrumental in throwing a determined enemy off
balance a4d assuring the success of the combat
assault.

38

*These included not only strike forces, but aircraft providing
the latter with defense and other forms of suPPort.
a
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Air power was often used defensively in support of
G
fire bases. The 25th Infantry Division, for example, maintained
some 20 fire support bases(FSB), most of them exposed to the
enemy in hostile areas. The outermost defense ring surrounding
such bases was charged to air support under Seventh Air Force
FAC control. On 7 June, following a mortar assault' the enemy
tried to overrun one of the bases, FSB Crook, astride a major
enemy LOC into Tay Ninh Province. Responding to the cb.1l forr
assistance, USAF fighters struck the enemy with high drag bombs
and napalm while AC-119 and AC-4? gunships supported the action
with flares and miniguns. 39 The enemy pulled back and a subsequent sweep of the area revealed 323 Communist troops killed--the
loss attributed to air power- -while friendly casualties were seven
wounded. Subsequent interrogation of captured prisoners revealed
that the enemy had expected to overrun the base with ease and had
been surprised at the amount of firepower brought against them.4o
(G)
Similarly, the enemy launched an intensive attack on
the Ben Het Civilian Irregular Defense Group (CIDG) camp between
B May-2 JuIy 1969. To help thwart it, FAC's flew 5?1 s6rtiesf the
AC-47 rs and AC-119rs more than 100, tactical air 1, B2B, and the
B-52 bombers 794, dropping some 19,553 tons of bombs. Assailing
the enemy constantly, day or night, in any kind of weather, and
with tremendous firepower, these operations broke up the determined
enemy effort to seize the camp.4l
(EF)
Offensive joint air-ground operations were particularly
coordinated
and effective in destroying enemy resources in South
well
Vietnam. During long-r4nge reconnaissance missions, ground forces
frequently located enemy caches and flushed out enemy soldiers,
making them vulnerable to air strikes. For example, in the A Shau
Valley campaigns of early 1969, American and South Vietnamese
ground units, supported by air power, unearthed some 10 tons of
enemy materiel a day. Commenting on the significance of such airground operations, General Brown said:
Tactical air and helicopter gunships are no
absolute substitute for ground operations. The
enemy today stays in his bunkers and ihe's hard
to locate. . . Getting at [him] requires both an air
and ground effort. The Army operations now
are reconnaissance operations. If they make
contact, they call on air. If it looks like the

$0ffr
5

€$rt*
enemy is definitely there and dug in, theyrll
move in after the airstrike. The result has been
[a] reduction in U. S. casualties which is of great
importance. We are often accused of wasting
airpower, particularly on suspected enemy locations. A Iot of these suspected enemy targets
that we're called upon to hit flush the enemy
out, keep him off balance and let the Army go

after him aggressively.
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The most impressive close air support role r,'iras the
decisive effect of airpower in |tspoiling operations"--i. e., inlpreventing large-scale enemy attacks, keeping him off balance, and
damaging him intolerably before he could mass his forces effectively.
For example, in August 1969 intelligence reported enemy troQPs
concentrating in Binh Long, An Loc, and Loc Ninh provinces near
the Cambodian border in III Corps. During the week prior tp 11
August, F-52rs struck numerous times, inflicting extensive dpmage
on the ehemy as he massed ,for attack. On 11-12 August, ra$id
. and massive A1lied ground forces countered a surge of Comnfunist
activity during which I,274 enemy soldiers were reported killied.
In support of this action, 410 tactical air sorties were flown puring
daylight hours, and 33 Spooky, 2? Shadow, * and 23 Skyspot rhissions
were flown at night.43

G)

Later, during the period 28 October through |5 DeG)
cember, the B-52's helped South Vietnamese forces to countQr a
major enemy threat in the Bu Prang and Duc Lap areas of Quang
Duc province. The B-52ts began striking at five enemy targpts on
3I October. As the enemy attack intensified, so did reques.tF for
more B-52 strikes. Fifty-seven targets were hit during November
and 24 more in the first 15 days of December. Following 18
reported as the enemy apparently refused or was unable to e[agage
friendly forces. Between 31 October and B December, B-52rs
delivered more than 30 million pounds of bombs against.ener{r}
and fortifications.44
troop concentrations, staging

""""",

*Call sign €)

used

by AC-II9G/K gunshiPs.
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The unique combat role of the B-52rs continudd to
{Cf,
increase in importance during 1969. Besides their use during
Commando Hunt operatioas (38 percent of total B-52 sorties), they
were.increasingly called in to support ground troops, particularly
in a "spoilingt' role, as noted above. SAC commented on this
development in a 1969 report:

Greater emphasis was placed on harassment and
disruption of enemy operations than in previous
years. Potential and actual enemy offensive
forces were hammered in South Vietnam, particularly in the III Corps area around Saigon. The
NVA/NC assault corridor running southeast from
War Zone C and the Cambodian border to Saigon
was struck repeatedly throughout the year and
received more B-52 strikes than any other area.

45

This redirection in the use of B-b2rs had been at
rol)
the specific request of General Abrams, who believed their close
support role should have priority over interdiction operations ttwhen
the support of our ground forces is critica!."46 To insure tHeir
most effective utilization, General Abrams, had three genbral officers
review target recommendations from all sources twice daily, consider available intelligence, and relate the requests to the en€my
threat and the ground situation before presenting them to him for
the selection of targets.4T u. s. ground
recognizing
"o--"rrdu"s,
the value of the B-52 strikes, between I December
1968 and BI
March 1969, had submitted five times more target nominations than
Arc Light resources could handle.48 According- to orr" report,
commanders ttwere so concerned about getting more B-s2 striikes
in their area of operations that they often went to great lengt$s to
request such support. At one point, for example, Maj. Gen.
Charles A. Corcoran, First Field Force Commander, made a]
special trip to coMUSMAcv during particularly heavy fightin! in
his area (october 1969) to make a personal plea for more Ara Light
suppor1.tr49 Secretary Laird affirmed the importance of the B-52
role when he told sAc personrrel during a visit to Guam in April
that rras far as General Abrams is concerned and as far as the

*For a summary of Arc Light sorties flown in

1969 see

Figure

5.
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'tto

is concerned, the real pressure in this war is the B-52
strikes. They mean a great deal as far as bringing this thing in
Vietnam to an end.tt50 And a few days later, General MoConnel|
told Congress he believed the "use of strategic bombers in support
of tactical situations will go down in history as one of the finest
examples of the inherent flexibility of air Power.fr5l
enemy

(ff#)

The Arc Light force in its turn continually refined
operational concepts and pro_cedures to make itself more responsive
to COMUSMACVTs requests. bz Thus, as techniques were continually
refined, the B-52rs were able to achieve exceptional accuracy and,
when necessary, bomb within extremely short distances of friendly
troops. One such concept, Bugle Note, had been introduced during
the siege at Khe Sanh and subsequently improved. Providing a
more flexible response, it called for deploying a cell of three B-52's
to a given pre-Initial Point (IP) every IIl2 hours, to be targeted
from that point by mobile ground based radar. This made it possible
to change iargets as late as I 1/2 hours prior to a cellrs scheduled
time over target, and to divert aircraft to alternate or secondary
targets within the same Bugle Note area as late as minutes shorj of
the planned time over target. 53 The most rapid previous response
had been a ?-hour ground diversion capability from U-Tapae.54

(ffid)

In 1969 SAC's Arc Light Jorce adopted and refined a
new technique called compression tactics. - The object was to disregard the normally scheduled B-52 cyclic time on target (TOT) and
concentrate the maximum number of sorties against a single target
in a minimum period of time. This improvisation achieved its first
success on 27 February 1969, when 60 B-52rs dropped their bombs in
a 4-hour period. COMUSMACV commended SAC on the success of
the operation, which was thereafter practiced with regularity. Thus'
60 B-52 sorties were flown on B and 1? March, 117 on 27 and 28
May, and 252 in five separate operations during June--all in Tay
Ninh and Binh Long Provinces, where major enemy concentrations

xcompression tactics were used when there was a need for a
large strike effort. In a matter of hours an entire day's quota of
sorties could be concentrated on a single target. Use of compression
tactics were normally limited to three days after which cyclic
scheduling was resumed. [Hist (TS), SAC, FY 19?0, vol I, p I71n. l

;'-:','.il

r+0F{it0{ff;::.*ry
posed potential threats against various allied positions. Alth ugh
TOT compressions increased the loss of total sorties, the co rLmanders were satisfied that the significant results warranted the
loss. During the remainder of 1969 the scheduling of cornpr sscd
sorties became routine. 55

The efficiency of B-52 operations in 1969 aldo
trup4
benefited from additional facilities constructed during the latter part
of 1968 at u-Tapao AB in Thailand. This permitted a rise ir,'r number of sorties flown from that base to g00 per month, half of the
Arc Light commitment. The wing at u-Tapao was designated a B-52
main operating base, and the maintenance capability was incr[ased
to include phase ingpections, jet engine basic maintenance, a4td
corrosion control. ao The improvements reduced the d.istance to targets in the south, enabling the Air Force to maintain the desf.red

sortie rate with fewer aircraft.

5?

Summing up, flexibility and mobility were thb char€;{Frft
acteristics of the Arc Light force most highly valued by General
Abrams. The B-52's could hit the enemy every time he was found
massing anywhere in South Vietnam. Because the big bombers
could be quickly moved around without warning the enemy, thBy could
often achieve results which would have required more friendl$ ground
troops than were available--an ever more critical factor in vlew of
increasing force withdrawals. or they could deny the enemy a
sanctuary in areas where allied troops could not penetrate. $ecause
of them' there were literally no more safe havens for the enfmr.
One of the most important considerations favjoring
FHF!
the B-52rs was the fact that, when used in close air support operations, they could inflict great damage on the enemy while friendly
forces suffered very few casualties. More and more, in lg68 and
1969 minimum u. s. casualties had become a major requirem$nt for
American military strategy in Southeast Asia--because of confinuing
domestic criticism of the war. In light of this, it u'as not s{range
that the B-52 strike force played a greater and greater role {n
General Abramsr strategy. certainly the uniqueness of the B-sz
contribution comes through very clearly in his statement that: ttlt

is not like ground artillery. It is just capable of doing something
that none of the rest can hack. " He noted that MAcv forces had
more tactical air, artillery, and naval gunfire "than ground tfoops
have ever had before, " but even this he deemed insufficient, lt'not
without the expenditure of an awful lot of lives. t'58 The B-bd was
essential in minimizing Allied losses.
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Innovations and Effectiveness Measures

The hig[ effectiveness of air operations in SEA in
$#D
in one sense a cumulative success, i. e. , based on the
fruition or improvement of concepts and tactics and weapons introduced previously and constantly refined. Thus, one of 'the most
important developments in fighting the war in SEA was adoption of
the concept of centralized management of the air effort, a concept
with a long Air Force history. Introduced in March 1968 in
connection with the battle for Khe Sanh, the MACV Single Manager
for Air has steadily enhanced the effectiveness of air power.
General Abrams, COMUSMACV, noting the great improvement since
1968, was very specific on how important centralized control over
air power had become to him:
1969 was

The air is realIy a powerful weapon. But to use
this power effectively, you need both integrated
all-source intelligence and an integrated allresource reaction.. . particularly with air' including tac air, gunships, and B-52s. These must be
organized to strike so all of them can be applied
and integrated. If so, it will be a terrifying and
powerful blow over a short period of time. . . From
this level, pow€r can be moved with ease... Where
the enemy puts the heat on, whether itrs the Plain
of Jars or Duc Lap, it's only a matter of hours
until tremendous shifts of power can be made. We
'
realize itts not all that effortless on the part of
tankers
for
arrange
the Air Force. You have to
and that sort of thing, but the whole system is
geared to precisely that, with no long warning to
the enemy. Itrs done right away. The centralized
control of the application of power is an important
feature and a critical one for efficient use of po*"".59

A second development--also emphasized by General Abrams--was
the dramatic improvement, since 1968, in intelligence collection
for better pinpoint and pattern targeting, including the integration
of all ground intelligence (i. e. , also CIA sources). The improved system permitted Air Force firepower to zero in on an
enemy highly skilled in camouflage cover and dispersion, and
severely circumscribed his activity. This forced him to change his

(ffi
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tactics and make greater use of sanctuary camps outside
Vietnam in an effort to escape the air gauntlet.

South

Two other crucial USAF supporting element$,
whose operations had been increasingly perfected, were: reconnaissance--especially FAC reconnaissance--and airlift. The laltter, in
addition to its normal tasks, was vital in resupplying the QIDG
camps throughout South Vietnam and also flew other, more spectacular missions such as moving the heavily equipped lst Air Cavalry
Division from I Corps to northern III Corps in 15 days during
October 1968. 60

€#ff

Equipment

Efforts to develop equipment best suited to [onditions
in Vietnam reached a high point in 1969, ironically at the lime when
costs were being cut back on all fronts. The newest attacf aircraft
in South Vietnam, the B model of the A-37, became operational in
December 1969. It possessed equipment for in-flight refueling and
a modified wing which enabled it to operate at heavier gross weights
and take greater stress than the A-37A.

{€tflFtt

To provide efficient and timely support to ground
commanders, Headquarters USAF in May 1968 had directed the
Tactical Air Command (TAC) to test a method for reducin! redponse
time to ttimmediate" air support requests. TACts solution was to
use an armed FAC aireraft in conjunction with a gunship tq provide
a continuous USAF strike presence over an Army unit and make air
support as readily available as artillery. [r April 1969 thils test,
which involved an armed OV-10, was initiated as Project Mlsty
Bronco. The overall results were very favorable--within the low
threat environment of South Vietnam--and ground commanders were
enthusiastic. The arming of all OV-lOts was authorized on 5 June
and the program was well along by the end of the year. 61

{HFit

The number of Spooky gunships, widely usep to support troops in contact as well as to fly interdiction missiorfls,
doubled in 1969 over that in 1968. The AC-119G Shadow G, introduced into the theater in December 1968, was similar to the Spooky,
but its extra firepower, night observation equipment, and ifs illuminator and fire control systems gave this gunship greater c4pability
and flexibility. In turn, its performance was far exceeded by its
sister gunship, the AC-119K Stinger, introduced in October 1969.

fHFft
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Two jets augmented its reciprocating engines and an infrared detector and beacon tracking radar were tied to the fire control
system--a technique similar to the one on the Shadow G. With
these features Stinger became an all-weather attack airdraft, ofie
that also included provisions for offset firing. 62

(e#ff

The rrlost sophisticated. of the gunships was the
specially equipped AC-130A (Spectre). o It joined the fleet of
night interdiction weapons in December 1969 under Project Surprise
Package. With two 20-mm and two 40-mm guns and special features, it could detect, track, and destroy enemy trucks, petroleum
storage areas, and AAA guns from an operating altitude of 12,000
feet. It could mark targets for its escort fighters with gunfire,
laser, and LORAN coordinates, perform as a hunter-kilIer, and use
real-time sensor information by virtue of its secure voice capapility.
Secretary Seamans, convinced there was no more important use for
the C-130 airframe than the gunship role, proposed that the other
AC-130rs be converted to the latest configuration as soon as possible.
The Surprise Package version of the AC-130A by far surpassed the
others in the high rate of truck destruction recorded by the gunships
(39 percent). It averaged 5.4 trucks destroyed or damaged per
sortie, c^ornpared with 2. 62 for the Spectre, and . 36 for tactical
fighters. 63
!

(H)

Two aircraft, the EB-66 and the EC-47, were used
for electronic warfare and reconnaissance. The EB-66 provided
electronic countermeasures (ECM) and threat warning for B-52
missions and located and analyzed hostile radar environment. In 1969
it was equipped with a directional antenna system, which was very
effective in drone support, but several other projected electronic
improvements were eliminated by the fiscal austerity of 1969. The
EC-47 contained extensive Airborne Radio Direction Finding (ARDF)
equipment. Because of its low cost and overall success, the EC-47
program was expanded, rather than being affected by the austerity
problem. Plans at the beginning of 1969 called for an increase of the
EC-47 force from 49 to 5? aircraf.t.64
,

{'Spectre was the call sign (S) for the AC-130A gunship; the
name (S) for this version, specially equipped with special sensors
and 40-mm cannons, was Project Surprise Padrage.
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{sre!d) The use of ground sensors, first introduced bn a
large scale at Khe sanh, attracted a great deal of interest i+r lgog
both as to concept and reliability. 65 seismic and acoustic sensors
were the main tJrpes used, although there were other more $pecialized ones. Sensor impulses were either ttreadtt directly thrfugh
hand-monitoring devices or were picked up by an orbiting. eQ-tZf
and relayed to the readout facility, either at Nakhon Pharion Rolal
Thai AFB or the Army and lMarine facilities in I Corps. Especially
vital for air interdiction, some 560 Igloo white sensors werp being
monitored by Aip^Force units in support of Commando Hunt III at
the end of 1969. "" In addition to electronic sensors, other sensorsurveillance techniques were used. They included airborne lnfrared
sensors to detect personnel and vehicles by heat indication; $idelooking airborne radar and side-looking infrared radar to defect
moving vehicles, boats, and groups of people; ground surve{llance
radar; and night observation devices such as Starlight Scope{* to
amplify available night light. supplemented by reconnaissan{e and
intelligence data, these devices helped provide timely inform[tion on
enemy locations, assets, and movements.
Nisht 9pSfeggns

Glllp!) With Hanoirs troops mostly on the move durifig the
hours of darkness (because of daylight vulnerability), night operations
were always of crucial importance in countering enemy infiltfation.
In the Commando Hunt I campaign, for example, the Air Fo{ce
devoted nearly 40 percent of its efforts to night interdictiotr !t.ik"".+
During 1969, the Air Forcers improvement of its night capapilities
was one of the major advances in air effectiveness, particul{.rly the
spectacular truck-killing performance of the newer gunships with
their highly effective night equipment.6T
6qf)

In addition, to overcome operational problemg at night

artificial light and Combat Spot techniques. Two basic tfpe! ofr
artificial light were available: flares of various kinds, and Jthe illuminator on the AC-119K. Flares were carried by gunships dr by

*A device which gathers or intensifies available light af night
(stars, moon) permitting visual acqrisition of enemy movement or

activities.
*See Figure

3.
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by F-100 and F-4 lead aircraft standing night alert. The A-3? had
not been modified for this mission at the end of 1969' but a study
was under way to determine its feasibility. The OV-10 and O-2
FAC's were used to drop flares on o"".siorr.68
Combat Skyspot (MSQ-?? radar) was the primary
teff!|
means for delivering munitions in bad weather and was also widely
used at night. To improve the night search and rescue capability,
in late 1969 a Xenon floodlight, low-light-level television, and a
direct viewing device were being installed in the HH-538 helicopters
at Udorn. 69 In its continuing efforts to acquire an improved night
attack system in SEA, the Air Force also began to modify 16 B-57rs,
for night operations or in poor weather against fairly'heavy defensesJo
This project, named Tropic Moon, entailed installation and testing of
highly sophisticated equipment, but the refitted aircraft were not to
be available until l9?0. ?1

Gf{F-) In sum, the effort of the Air Force over the years,
to get equipment that would address the problems peculiar to Vietnam, was meeting with success. But, ironically, it was doing so
in the face of two dilemmas. The first was that the war in Vietnam
was geared to "winding down,tt and budgetaryt'' decisions had to \e
Important Air Force
made in terms of the future not of the past.
needs, were now
by
Vietnam
equipment requirements, long starved
presenting their demands. Strategic requirements, especially under
the new ttone major, two minor warsrr strategy, had to come first.

The second dilemma was that under the imperatives of Vietnamization,
more and more equipment would be turned over to the Vietnamese'
but the sophisticateg new equipment could not be handled by the South
Vietnamese

Air Force.

Air Power

Supports

Guerrilla Warfare

'a

An application of air power during 1969 in northern
Laos also merits particular notice. For some time in this area of
operations known as Barrel Ro1l, USAF units provided air support

*Thus, on the critically important item of gunships, the
Secretary of the Air Force told Secretary Laird in mid-October 1969
that "while gunships have proved to be effective truck killers, we
believe we have responded as well as the tight budget will allow in
providing gunships to SEA. . further expenditures for gunships must be
traded off against other high priority needs of the Air Force. "
IJCS 24721538 (S), 13 oct 691
OEoflEf-

,
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for Royal Laotian Government (RLG) forces fighting a prot{acted
see-saw battle with North Vietnamese Army (NVA) and loc{l proCommunist (Pathet Lao) forces. RLG forces included some
38,000 Meo guerrillas, led by General Vang Pao and trained and
managed by CAS.' These forces had long depended heavily on
air support to compensate for their deficiencies as regular ground
troops and for artillery they did not have.
tQ)
that Premier

In late 1968, enemy advances had become so serious

Souvanna Phouma was considering negotiationq which
would have stopped the important U. S. air interdiction effopt in
southern Laos.- Then, in the spring of 1969 the enemy wdnt on the
offensive in Laos for the first time during the rainy seaso/p, making
further advances. As a result of these developments and ln response
to personal requests from Souvanna Phouma and General Vppg Pa.o
for "massive" air support, the largest tactical air commitrtrient ever
used for friendly ground forces in Laos was conceived by the U. S.
Embassy. Designated Operation Rain Dance, it provided the RLG
guerrilla army led by General Vang Pao with an average of 33
Seventh Air Force sorties daily for 22 days, from 17 l\farctr to 7
Apri1.72 Souvanna Phouma rllaxed previous restrictions against
bombing certain major targets in the Plaine des Jarres (PDJ) &r€or
even though this meant the destruction of numerous Pathet Lao
villages and towns from which hundreds of civilians had to be
evacuated. T A major Rain Dance objective was to destroy the large

Controlled American Sourcett--cover designati on for CIA.
+The U.S. Ambassador to Laos, G. McMurtrie Godley,
General Abrams, and General Brown agreed that the enem)f effort
in northern Laos was directed toward forcing the Governm{nt of Laos
to have the U. S. suspend its bombing of the Ho Chi Minh lrail.
[CHECO Rprt (S), The Air War in Vietnam, 1968-1969, Ap$ II
ttb:terview

with GenE.l-George S" Brown,

Com-ma-rxler ?Ad'.

"l

* Politically, this was also a serious move for Souvanna Phouma
to take. These areas had for years been Pathet Lao headquarters
and, as head of the tripartite government that has ruled Laos since
the Geneva convention in 1962, Souvanna was, and is, comrriitted to
welcoming the Pathet Laors return to participation in his gpvernment, not to pushing them farther into the arms of the Nofth
Vietnamese.
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complex of enemy headquarters and storage areas in his PDJ sanctuary. In its first 4 days, the Air Force fiying 261 sorties, and
the Royal Laotian Air Force (RLAF), flying 43 sorties, produced
impressive results. On 3 April 40 F-105 and F-4 sorties destroyed
Xieng Khouangville, a key Pathet Lao headquarters. 73

(fF
The hear,y air support in Rain Dance was universally considered a key factor in the improvement of the RLG
position by 7 April, when the operation ended. The U. S. .$mbas-.
sador referred to Rain Dance as a t'USAF operation" and spoke of
the "splended cooperation of Seventh Air Force."74 According to
a senior CAS official, Rain Dance was "the first significant impact
of the USAF on our operations" and, as subsequent events indicated,
a prelude to Air Force support for future operations. TS
(:flnl
When the enemyrs spring drive greatly intensified,
leaving the Laotian government in a state of near panic, Vang Pao
considered moving his whole Meo people to Thailand, and CAS/
Seventh Air Force cooperation did indeed accelerate. Gen. Oudone
Sannaikone, the Chief of the Laotian General Staff, personally
visited the U. S. Air Attachets office in Vientiane on 15 July with
the appeal that "on1y airpower cann"stop the enemyrs present offensive to take over the government. l o The newly appointed U. S.
Ambassador to Laos, G. McMurtrie Godley, proposed to step up
the air campaign, &fld the Secretary of State agreed that "continued
use of airpower is the best feasible military approach to the crisis. "77
The State Departmentrs acceptance of the importance of air power
to salvage a rapidly deteriorating situation spurred plans for increased air support, soon implemented in Operation About Face.
This operation, initiated in late July, aimed at reestablishing the
RLG presence in the fringes of the Plaine des Jarres. U. S. and
RLAF aircraft continually struck critical choke points on Routes 7
and 61 to keep the roads impassable, and some 30 aircraft a day
attacked enemy truck parks and storage areas. During the day
RLAF T-2Brs provided cover for advancing forces, and at night
AC-47 Spooky gunship^s--supplemented by A-1's, A-26's, and F-4's-provided protection. ro Total attack sorties in the Barrel Roll area
reached 3,620 in July, climbed to 4,664 in August, and to an alltime high of 5,133 in October. 79
Heavy rains initially hampered About Face operations,
ffi)
but in late August reports indicated the enemy had beat a hasty retreat, abandoning equipment and suffering heavy casualties. The key

J{ORTI.
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factor in
i this turnabout was "extremely effective airpower. " By
mid-Setrptember, friendly forces were occupving the P1aine dds
Jarres for the first time in ? years. B0 S;;" t8,000 civiliafis fled
from ernemy-held areas to the governmentrs side. Most imp[rtant,
the Laortian government did not collapse as had seemed likelf,
obviatinrg the consequences this might have had for bombing of the
Ho Chi Minh trai1. As the U. S. Ambassador noted in a'message to
the Sec:retary of State:
We may never know precisely the degree to whic
air contributed in sustaining the war-weary, outnumbered and out-gunned FAR forces. But all
concerned here in Vietiane are convinced that wit
out USAFTs remarkable effort the enemy would st
be maintaining his pressure and from far, far,
deeper in friendly territory.

l1

While we are not certain, we believe that damagd
to the enemy probably represents the best result$
per sortie by tactical air in StrA. This, due not
only to the skill of USAF pilots, crews, and
support elements, but also in large measure to ttfe
outstanding performance of ?/13AF targeting wherp
all sources intelligence was used soreffectivelf inl

selecting the most lucrative targets.

Bl

General Va ng Pao was very explicit in his appraisal of the Jir role,
in a 7 Octo ber letter to General Brown:
Operation About Face could have barely begun hafl it
not been for many and excellent United States Airl'
Force strikes that overwhelmed the enemy and forced
him to flee in terror. The fighting for the Plain of
Jars would have been a long and sanguine struggle
had the enemy not been battered and demoralized bv
the air-strikes, and About Face is therefore a
victory for the United States Air Force as well AS
for the Lao Government.
General Brown in turn generou sly stressed the
G)
equal significance of USAF/CIA cooperation, o f which he wa$ one of
the main architects. Commenting on the rece nt "unique application
of air power, " he noted that the ClA-directed c ounte rlnsurgency

{fQf{f
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effort in northern Laos had received "the most concentrated tactical
air support since the USAF first arrived in Southeast Asia. " The
unprecedented integration "of sophisticated tactical air support with
indigenous unconventional operations has resulted in what might be
called'guerrillas with air superiority'.'t82
(H
Aside from political and operational results, these air
actions in Laos had theoretical implications for the use of air power.
Given the Nixon administration's policy of wanting to "Iower its
profile" and cut expenses, while still retaining power and influence,
this type of operation could well have applicability elsewhere. * In
any event it was true, as the U. S. Ambassador to Laos observed,
that in About Face an enemy division was wiped out while U. S. elements lost only three killed, and that the U. S. military effort in
Laos cost one-fifth the money it took to run a U. S. Army division in
South Vietnam. B3 Operation About Face demonstrated that the U. S.
comrnitment to support a country under attack could be limited to
advice and support by air units and not require U. S. ground forces.
Moreover, as the Assistant Air Attache in Vientiane observed, disengagement by U. S. forces could be carried out in a few days if
necessary and, because of the clandestine nature of the commitment,
could be done without loss of fa"e.84
(H

In the view of one Air Force general on the scene,
these facts meant that u. S. domestic opposition to forces overseas
(likely in the case of ground troops, whose actions constitute a highly
visible, and hence vulnerable target) might be less in regard to air
power because it could be much more flexible and invisible. Air
units could be based in one country and operate over another, or be
readily transferred from one area to another, from one type of operation to another--a1l in a much more ambiguous manner. Within a
foreign countr5r--since it did not occupy ground or capture populations-air power would not directly threaten internal politcal and economic
matters. Being able to "stand off" in this manner, made air power
a very versatile tool: it could be used in greater or lesser intensity
to threaten or "slap the wrist" of an enemy, or it could be completely

'l'As suggested in Kenneth Sams, et al. , Air Support of Counterinsurgency in Laos (Project CHECO Special Rprt, 10 Nov 69), p l7B,
and illustrated subsequently by the 1970 Cambodian venture.
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turned off, because in most wars of this kind the bulk of it belonged
to the United States. Finally, although current U. S. policy emphasized wider use of indiggnous forces, there were risks in building
up too strong and ambitious indigenous military forces. U. S. air
pov/er could be used in conjunction with such forces as Ggneral ,
Vang Paors without running the risk that a powerful indigenous army
might get out of control. 85

(H

To summarize, although military operations as a
whole declined in 1969 in SEA, air operations continued to play a
critical and effective ro1e. The highly destructive impact 0f air
operations against the enemy in 1968, added to the cumulatilve expertise perfected through the years, earried over and paved the way for
enhanced air effectiveness in 1969. The resources forme4ly exqended
on bombing North Vietnam had remained almost intact and were
channeled into more intensified close air support in South Vietnam
an{l into heightened interdiction efforts in Laos. Both operations
worled very efficiently to block effective enemy action in South Vietnam--the first by preventing him from undertaking major combat
activity, and the second by depriving him of delivery in SVp{ of needed
resources. New efforts were developed to improve air/guirrilla
tactics in peripheral areas such as Laos.

HAbovea11,thecontinuedwidero1eofair9perations

dovetailed with the new administrationrs aim of lowering both the
U. S. profile and American casualties. Air action over Laos, for
example, effectively furthered the U. S. security position but, due to
its largely secret nature, did not arouse domestic political repercussions. Even more important, o.ir power was being used in a highly
successful manner against enemy ground forces in South Vietnam,
thereby keeping down U. S. ground forces losses. As General Abrams
said, "basically what we are doing is trying to run up ene+y casualties with our firepower, and the biggest weight of firepowef comes
from tactical air. And we also want to keep our losses ddwn' again
by tactical air. " 86 When it came to priorities, low U. S. casualties
on protook precedence even over budget cutting. Asked his views
t'Since
we
posed air reductions, General Brown had pointed out:
have it, and if its use will reduce American casualties, it will be
used. Reduction of Arc Light will save dollars, but thatts not a
when the other side of the case is made on reduction
winning arzument
"
1,6
tt8?
of casualties.
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IV.

*- f,{,

VIETNAMIZATION: PRIORITY POLICY

(H)

While substantially improving the effectiveness of its
combat operations in Southeast Asia, the Air Force--1ike the other
services--faced an equally demanding task, Vietnamization, which
General Brown declared in late 1969 "equal in importance" to the
Seventh Air Force combat mission.l Indeed, it became apparentt
during the year that the buildup of the South Vietnamese armed forces
to take over more combat responsibility had become a primary interest of the U. S. Government. *

(Hl)
Efforts to step up RVNAF Improvement and Modernization (I&M) began in the last days of the Johnson Administration.
Particularly after the 1 November bombing halt, Washington officials
believed that a strong RVNAF would strengthen the U. S. position in
the expected negotiations.2 Since the existing Phase I stage of the
I&M program was too slow and inadequate to produce such a force,
General Abrams proposed moving faster toward Phase II objectives.
On 9 November 1968 he forwarded to the JCS a plan recommending
a buildup of Saigon's forces to B77,Bg5 men (compared to the 855,594
target in the October plan) by the end of fiscal year 1971. He also
suggested that all units be activated by June 19?2 instead of 1974,
and an earlier transfer of U. S. military assets in South Vietnam to
the Vietnamese. Although Secretary Clifford favored General Abrams'
proposal, 3 final decision would await the inauguration of the new
president.

(U) The South Vietnamese, aware of the .direction of U. S.
planning since late 1968 and of the uncertainties contingenf on negotiations in Paris, in late December and. early January 1969 expressed
their willingness to take over a greater share of the war, permitting
some U. S. forces to withdraw. President Thieu was reportedly
anxious to make such a proposal as a farewell gesture to President
Johnson before he left office.4 No formal proposal was made, however, until the new administration could be sounded out.

'i'For a comparison of USAF /VNAF strike sorties in calendar
years 1968 and 1969, see Figure 6.
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The Nixon Vietnamization Plan

(TelG)
As noted in Chapter I, President Nixon immediately
undertook a review of the entire Vietnam war, * and initiated a discussion of alternative Vietnam strategy options. At the same time'
the President directed a review of the U. S. military posture, taking
into account various budget levels and strategies, and the security
and foreign policy implications of each. This review led, after long
debate, to promulgation of a new strategic plan whereby the United
States would be prepared to fight one major and two minor worsr
instead of the two major and one minor conflicts previously projected.
Behind this wide-ranging reappraisal by the new administration,
budget considerations had been primary, but continuing domestic pressure to get the U. S. out of Vietnam was also an important factor.
In this connection, President Nixon and his advisors were immediately
faced with mounting evidence that fruitful negotiations with North Vietnam--the other option for ending the war--were unlikely. It was
against this background that the President was shaping another U. S.
option for resolving the Vietnam conflict: Vietnamization.
(G
The President proceeded with care and deliberation
in his Vietnamization planning. I:r early March he sent Secretary
of Defense Laird to Saigon to warn South Vietnamese officials against
making premature statements about U. S. withdrawal before this was
shown to be feasible. The past administration having had a very
low credibility in Vietnam policy with the U. S. public' Mr. Nixon
was determined td be careful in his promises and to proceed
cautiously in ordelr to win public support for his Vietnam policy. D
He particularly wanted to first make sure that the South Vietnamese
forces could be prepared to take over more war responsibility and
to avoid giving the Paris negotiators any impression the United States
was withdrawing under pressure.

On i0 April, after careful study and planning, the
Presidentrs decision to make Vietnamization a key administration
policy was formalized with the issuance of NSSM 36' "Vietnamizing
the War. "* In it the President asked his adviscrs to prepare a plan
to Vietnarnize the war on the basis of four alternative timetables
(IB, 24, 30, and 42 months), with a starting date of 1 July 1969. The

tttp1l

*NSSM I,
+See

tcissingerrs 29 Questions," 2I January.

also Chapter I.
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goal was to turn over responsibility for al1 aspects of thg war to
south vietnam with the united states continuing in a support and
advisory role on1y.

(H
In commenting on^ General Abramsr accelerated
II plan in November 1968,6 th" Joint chiefs of staff had
previously reacted cautiously toward further RVNAF buildups and
again were circumspect during a discussion of it with secretary
Laird on 9 April I9Og. / They believed the I&M program ha{.aiready
been accelerated to the maximum extent possible and pointed out
that training of svN personnel to use transferred u. s- eQuipment
remained the pacing factor for unit activations. They alqo ieared
that the turnover of equipment would erode u.. s. force st[ength
throughout the world unless funds were provided to buy .[ptalements.
(ro)Intheirsubsequentforma1responsetotheNSSM36
vietnamization p1an, u the JCS stated that total u. s. withdrawals
could approximate 244,000 if the u. S. role were limited to reserve,
Phase

combat support, combat service support, and the advisory function.
The JCS, along with MAcv and cINCpAc, favored a residual u. s.
force of some 306,000. osD thought that u. s. withdrawals could
go as high as 325,000, and some of its officials proposed a residual
force of 225,000. OSD favored an earlier timetable for l,vithdrawals,
the JCS a longer one. There were other differencesnin ,{ie-ws. The
JCS thought 50,000 u. S. troops could be withdrawn from S6uth vietnam in 1969, oSD proposed 82,000. unlike osD and sorrie state
Departinent experts, the Joint chiefs were opposed to any appreciable
reductions in air power, insisting air support for south Vietnam
would be a critical factor in countering enemy action as u. s. forces
withdrew. A11 parties agreed, however, that even when totally
implemented, the accelerated phase II plan would produce a force
designed to cope only with a residual vc insurgency threat (i. e.,
after North Vietnamese forces had withdrawn), not with tl,re existing
combined NVN/VC threat.

tr#)
Just before he had received the initial r$port on
vietnamization, Secretary Laird on 2! May. sent a memo [o the JCS
and service secretaries. expressing concern about progress on the
plan and stressing the need tb meet the president's requipement
for it. He added that he wanted them to consider balanced "slices"
as well as combat units in their withdrawal plans and to include
out-of-country forces and tactical air forces, ttinstead of assuming
as has been done, that these would remain at current 1evels.tt He

5B

said he didn't want to prejudge the situation' but pointed out there
u/ere already budget constraints on the air effort. In their initial
Lairdrs
report, forwarded on 24'May, the JCS took note of Mr'
in
detail
in
them
address
additional comments, saying they would
strongf,'y
were
their final report. But they made it clear they
against the Secretaryr" proio""ls since their implementation would
lessen support r'or the RVNAF when the latter needed it most'

while this policy debate proceeded, another important development along the road to vietnamization occurred ontoB disJune when Presidents Nixon and Thieu met on Midway Island
cuss the latter's proposals for greatly strengthening the RVNAF' 000
These proposals called for an increase in saigonrs forces by 170'
men'improvedlivingstandardsfor.themilitary,andtheacquisition
of sophislicated equipment including F-4rs, C-130rs, and air defense
agreed
missiles for the VNAF. At this meeting the two Presidentr€25'
000
and announced publicly that the united states would withdraw
requested
men. Following the meetings at Midway, secretary Lairdcomment
to
Saigon
in
General Abrams and the Arnerican Embassy
on
on Mr. Thieuts proposals. These were forwarded to GINCPAC
recom27 June and in turn to JCS, who submitted comments and
mendations to Secretary Laird on 28 July'

e#)

The Joint Chiefs were skeptical about the Thieu plan'
They observed that its financial aspects would be highly inflationary
and that the troop increase could exceed south vietnam's manpower
men'
resources. They suggested a more modest increase of 11?' 000
support
base
and
including 3,200 airmen to provide more logistical
for
for the VNAF. They also viewed the South Vietnamese request
additional sophisticated equipment as impractical because of the all'
shortage of skilled manpower to maintain and operate it. Above
the Jcs did not agree with the implication in the proposals that the

(Hl

RVNAF'withthisfurthermodernizationandexpansion,couldtake
over major responsibility for fighting both the vc and the North
vietnamese. The JCS pointed out that the I&M Program had been
designed only to enable Saigon to counter a residuaf insurgency'
even
after North Vietnamese forces had withdrawn. They felt that' not
be
with the proposed new strength, south vietnamrs forces would current
the
against
responsibility
able to-take over the major fighting
ifrr""t,9 particularly in view of such problems as inadequate leadership and desertion.

fftfffif
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But the RVNAF's capability to take over all the
f)
fighting ril/as precisely Mr. Lairdrs major objective. He di$posed
of the previous goals of the I&M Program, as well as $he $qu411y
important assumption of prior withdrawal of North Vietnamdse
forces in one paragraph of a 12 August memo to the JCS and
service secretaries:

Earlier RVNAF Improvement and Mode rnization
Programs were designed to provide a balanced and
self-sufficient RVNAF force capable of meeting insurgency requirements, and were based on the
assumption that U. S. , Allied and North Vietnamese
forces would withdraw from Vietnam. Now the opject
of Vietnamization is to transfer progressively to the
Republic of Vietnam greatly increased responsibility f
all aspects of the war, assuming current levels of
North Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong forces remain
in the Republic of Vietnam, and assuming U. S. force
redeployments continue.
Accordingly, I desire that the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and Service Secretaries review the current RVNAF
modernization and improvement program, and other o{rgoing and planned actions to enhance RVNAF capabilit{es,
with the goal of developing an RVNAF with the capability
to cope successfully with the combined Viet Cong-Nortih
Vietnamese Armv threat. l0

tn the final interagency report on the plan for
%)
Vietnamizing the war,lI forwarded by Gen. Earle G. Wheelbr,
Chairman, JCS, to Mr. Laird on 29 August, the Joint Chiefls
recommended that Vietnamization should proceed on what they
called a "cut and trytt basis, i. e. , depend on periodic assessments
of GVN political stability, RVNAF and pacification prpgress[ [ietnamese attitudes, and the enemy situation. To overlook such
developments and proceed with Vietnamization according to b
deliberate timetabler as r€euested, could imperil the essenfiat U. S.
objective, namely, the right of the people of SVN to self-dftermination.12 While agreeing that the goal of Vietnamizatior\ shoul! be to
strengthen Saigon forces sufficiently so they could handle a combined NVN/VC threat with minimum U. S. support, the JCS $tated
that the existing expansion and modernization provided a ca$ability
for handling only a residual insurgency threat.

!.tF3f0ftrF
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Change

in Mission

Statement

During this same period when Secretary Laird was
fmreF)
pushing for a drastic increase in South Vietnamrs combat responsibility, he was taking steps to decrease the U. S. combat role there
by changing the mission statement of U. S. forces in Southeast Asia'
tte began by asking the JCS on 2 July 1969 for "a broad and deep
reassessment of our military strategy and the employment of our
land, sea, and air forces in SEA, " noting the nation was confronted
with a series of unique and important trends which make such a
reassessment desirable, "perhaps even mandatory. " He cited
General Vo Nguyen Giaprs 22 June speech which he felt, "outlined a
change in degree, if not a change in kind, of NVN strategy, " p..ticularly the North Vietnamese generalrs emphasis on conservation
of force and protracted war. He quoted General Abramsr 29 June
message to General McConnell remarking on the lowered NVN infiltration activity, and noted NVNIs previous heavy losses in men
and materiel. He pointed to the success of the Vietnamization program, saying "the trend is clearly and markedly towards the South
Vietnamese assuming major. new responsibilities for their own
security. " He indicated the clear budgetary guidelines governing
spending for SEA, and finally quoted from two recent presidential
statements:
ttWe have ruled out attemPting to impose

a purelY

military solution on the battlefield. "

(May 14, address to the nation)

ttAs far as the orders to General Abrams are
concerned, they are very simply this: He is to conduct
t' '-^
this war with a minimum of American casualties.
(Press Conference, tg June)l3

t

The JCS discussed the possibility of a change in the
on 14 July. The new mission,
mission statement with Secretary I-airdt'to
allow RVN to determine
as suggested by Secretary I-aird, was
their future without outside interference" and to assist the RVNAF to
take over a greater share of the combat operations against the subversive forces that would deny them self-determination. In pursuit
of this new goal, the United States would: provide maximum
assistance in advancing RVNAF capabilities as soon as possible;
continue military support for pacification and security programs;

(llCFat
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conduct military operations to accelerate RVNAF improvement, provide security for U. S. forces, and reduce flow of men and pupplies
to the enemy in SVN; and maintain plans for a comprehensife air
and naval campaign in vietnam. After consultations with. cINcpAc
and MACV' the Joint chiefs rejected such a change as frau$ht with
too many dangers. They specifically favored retaining the old
mission, "to defeat dxternally directed and supported communist subversion and aggression. " They said the suggested new one assumed
a change in political goals and resulting change in the milita"y mission.l4

(etF+t
In regard to secretary Lairdrs request for a broad
reassessment of U. S. strategy in SEA, the JCS found the commands
or services felt there was no need for a change. cINCpAc and
MACV argued that the enemyrs fundamental objective remainpd the
same and that his reported withdrawals were probably dictatfd by a
temporary need to regroup due to losses, weather, &Dd the like.
General Mcconnell supported this position. He suggested thfre had
been insufficimt time to assess the military situation to justify changing the mission, and that reassessment of enemy strategy indicated
no reason to change u. s. strategy.IS In their reply to secretary
Laird' the JCS suggested that if u. s. political goals for vietnam
were changing, then the JCS should be provided those modified
objectives as a basis for deriving military strategy.16
(mp4

When Secretary Laird reiterated his previorls views
in another memo on 28 Ju1y,
that the
-i""i"j-"tate"ioingGeneral
"rr"."rrt curent
mentl7 did not conform with either
Abrams,
tactics
or the Presidentrs explicit views, the JCS sti1l resisted, to N. degree.
In a 30 July memo, they said the new draft mission statemeht was
considered suitable, provided the president wanted to modify the
objectives on which military directives and operations in sEA were
based. They reiterated the previously voiced concern that a publi-

etzed mission change could jeopardize the Administrationrs credibility,
since no real change in the pattern of operations would follow it. 18
on 15 August, secretary Laird informed the cJCS that, after discussion with the President, it was his judgment that the currfent
mission statement did not reflect the Presidentts policy guidllines nor
the operational realities in sEA. Therefore, he directed updating

#ffirF
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y;19

themissionstatementanditsinclusioninappropriatedocuments.

(CSr+rDThisnewguidance'putthroughinspiteof
contraryadvicefromsomeofitshighestmilitaryandcivilian
Nixon administration

advisors, amply demonstrated that the

was

inearnestaboutitsVietnamizationpolicy.Aboveall,the
insistencethattheRVNAFwouldassumeresponsibilityforthe
move toward genuine
combined threat \'vas a serious' fundamental
Vietnamization.
|
1
(m#*f
The third and last of the administrationrs major
year' in
vietnamization policy innovations of 1969 came later in the
a selfcreate
November, when Secretary Laird directed planning "to
20
threat'
sustained RVNAF" capable of countering the p."""""t VC/NVA
This required radicatiy intensified efforts by the services to train
andequipSouthVietnameseforces(seePhaselllplanningbelow).
would
secretary Laird himself acknowledged the impact this directive memo
November
have on military planners when he observed in his 10
III
to the Chairman of the JCS that he was "fuUy aware thatatPhase
improving
represents a major change ino.,the thrust of our efforts"
and moderntzing the RVNAF' "'

ge may have had some of its roots in
Fulbright
domestic political concerns. on 24 May 69 Sen. J. william the
of
text
had written to secretary Laird asking for the precise
order under which General Abrams conducted military operations
change in that
immediately prior to the November I bombing halt, anyhalt'
and the
bombing
order by the Johnson Administration after the
that
replied
text of the order currently in force. Secretary Laird
there had been no change, that the mission of both administrations
and aggreswas to defend RVN against externally directed subversionon 16 october'
this
about
sion. when senator Fulbright again- inquired
Secretary of
the JCS wrote U""f. (lCS Z{ZZ l+gA-tl via the Assistant broad
guidance
Defense for International Affairs (ISA)' saying current
to Vietnamiz{liong -th" war'^ -t}t: thesis also
was orient.d ryily
OFfrissinger of 7 ,July, asking
Uffirequffi
seems borne
"'t
the guidance to
JCS ,,if it were possible semantically" to change
CoMUSMACV regarding prosecuticn of the conflict in sEAsia' [Memo

(TS-S),ColE.N.Grrirrr,,DeputyDirforPlansandPIcytoCSAF'
Asia' JCS
subj: statement of Mission of u. s. Forces in southeast
23391306, 30 Jul 69.l
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PROGRAM

American efforts to improve the South Vietnp.mese
C+il
Air Force had been going on ever since the U. S. Air Forcb had
taken over the air training and advisory role from the Fredch in
1956. This activity was accelerated during the early sixti.e$ with the
usAF Advisory Group and the vietnamese working together to greatly
improve VNAF organization and operational capability. tn lgo8 the
VNAF Improvement and Modernization Program was formal{zed and
greatly stepped up. In 1969 I&M efforts were doubly intensh.fied.

€r€irrf The essence of the Air Forcers I&M task'in lg69 was
to meet the compressed requirements, piled one upon the olther
during that year, so as to increase VNAF force capabilitieg in
accordance with the Nixon Administrationrs "Vietnamizationrf policies.
The greatly intensified I&M mission presented staggering ta$ks for
all the services, but was especially difficult for the u. s. "Afir Force
for several reasons. The Vietnamese Air Force was at led.st 2
years behind the ARVN in ability to take on new responsibi{ities,
ARVN having benefited from a large expansion in 196? not qhared by
the VNAF. T The highly technical demands of some aspects bf aviation
training and the level of skills required in aviation logisticd and
management entailed more lead time than most other traini4g, even
under ordinary circumstances. Teaching such skilIs quicklg to the
vietnamese, many of whom lacked a technological backgrourfrd--and
language problems--were other factors greatly complicating the Air
Forcers task. Thus, while'VNAF personnel strength almosf doubled
in 1969, most of the new men had to undergo intensive tr:airfing rbefore
new squadrons could be activated. The turnover of U. S. eduipment
and bases to the VNAF, organizing a command structure ca]pable of
controlling an expanded, 4O-squadron vNAF--all within the Fhort time
allotted--were some of the other elements making the task h
monumental one.

Phase

II

Planning

(€E!f)
In October tg68 MACV had submitted \its pr posed
Phase II plan for the VNAF, calling for twice as many squ drons by
the end of 1974 (from 20 to 40) and increasing its strength rom
approximately 17, 500 to 36,000 men. The force structure ould include: 14 helicopter, 9 fighter, 6 transport, ? liaison, and 2 gunship

64

squadrons plus 1 reconnaissance, and I training squadron. With the
changed situation after the bombing halt in November, this Phase II
planning with minor exceptions, was quickly approved by Deputy
Secretary Nitze on 16 Decemb.er. By 9 November, as already noted'
General Abrams had submitted proposals for a still faster buildup,
an accelerated Phase II plan. Essentially the same as the ori$nal
Phase II, this revised plan for accomplishing the various tasks
advanced the schedule to 19?2 instead of 1974. In December Mr.
Clifford commented favorably on this proposal and asked that a new,
compressed schedule be prepared for the activation of South Vietnamese military units, together with a plan for transferring necessary
equipment from identified U. S. units. z

t|1f;;rD On 26 December MACV transmitted to CINCPAC an
accelerated Phase II activation schedule, a list of equipment foi the
accelerated activation, plans for transferring necessary equipment
no
from identified U. S. units, and plans for U. S. units which W^ou1d
3
This
equipment.
of
transfer
after
required
or
effective
longer be
plan was not acted on during the first quarter of 1969 while the new
administration wrestled with larger problems and decisions. The
proposal was, however, finally approved on 28 April by Deputy
Secretary of Defense Packard, who stressed that "prov.iding needed
equipment for the RVNAF is. . . of greatest importance. "4 On 24 May
MACV submitted a new unit authorization listing an activation
schedule for the South Vietnamese armed forces, receiving approval
for the same from JCS on 12 June.5
Equipment

(ff#f)
Under the new schedule MACVts plans for the Vietnamese Air Force called for activating all new units by December
19?1, with turnover of equipment completed in 90 days.'i' Aircraft
transferred in 1969 were the O-1' A-37, A-1, AC-47' and UH-I'
Some 400 aircraft were authorized in January 1969; at the end of the
year authorizations were 425, with 451 in the inventory. 6 Helicopters
were a major exception to the rule that U. S. units would turn over
equipment to their RVN service counterparts; the U.S. Army was
directed to transfer its helicopters to the VNAF. ' This decision
stemmed from General Westmorelandrs 1968 realignment bf the'
VNAF helicopter mission to give airmobile support to the ARVN.
It proved highly successful, the realignment also demonstrating the
'l'See schedule

in Figure
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VNAF IMPROVEMENT AND MODERNIZATION PLAN
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doctrinal point that successful assault operations could be conducted
B
with air assets under control of an air force as weII as an

"r-y.

$rCf+ Among the majbr accomplishments in 1969 was the
conversion of four helicopter squadrons (CH-34ts) to UH-lHts. In
the early part of 1969, the Department of the Army (DA) had
suggested substituting CH-34's in place of the UH-lHrs as planned,
but this was disapproved by MACV and CINCPAC. v At about the same
time, the JCS approved a MACV proposal to divert 60 UH-l helicopters to the VNAF from scheduled deliveries to the U. S. Army in
Vietnam (USARV) in order to accelerate the VNAF Phase II Program.
As of 30 September, 85 UH-IH helicopters had been delivered, and
all four squadrons possessed authorized unit equipment (UE) of 20
to 2I aircraft. Subsequently, the increasing availability of VNAF
helicopter pilots completing CONUS training and follow-on helicopter
deliveries permitted the beginning of a program to expand the
squadron UE's from 20 to 31 aircraft, which was to be the standard
for all VNAF UH-IH squadrons.l0
The VNAF equipment buildup also included converting
ffffr)
part of the fighter force (three units--the 516th, 520th, and 524th
Fighter Squadrons) from the old propeller-driven Douglas A-IE aircraft to the new and modern jet-powered A-378 aircraft during 1969.
The equipment began arriving in November 1968 and by May 1969
the full complement of 54 A-378 aircraft was on hand. By June,
all three of the squadrons had passed their Operational Readiness
Inspections (ORIis). Another goal was to convert one transport
squadron (C-47) to a combat squadron (AC-47). On 30 June 1969, the
Vietnamese took delivery of their first five AC-47 gunships, assigning them to the 47th Transportation Squadron, which was then redesignated the 4l7th Combat Squadron and relieved of its transport
mission. The squadron UE was 15 aircraft; transfer of the remaining gunships (16) was completed by the end of August. As part of
the arrangement, the VNAF returned to the U. S. Air Force eight
C-47 ts previously used by the squadron. By September, the squadron

had completed AC-47 conversion training and was declared op,erationally ready after VNAF-IG inspection on 6 and ? October. " The
average flying time for the squadron in late 1969 totaled more than
6, 000 hours, and several pilots had logged twice that in the C-47.
Advisory personnel were unanimous in their favorable assessment of
the squadron, a hopeful sign in light of the fact that gunship action
was the one operational air activity scheduled to increase after USAF
activity phased down. 12

IfcifF

*l9fl*r.
At the end of 1968, the VNAF had a seriorfs shortage
JFfl
of O-1 aircraft (having only 52 out of an authorized B0) urgently
needed for ALoiFec operations. under the I&M p"ograr.f, the
Seventh Air Force was to transfer its o-l's to vNAF, but deliverv
was held up due to the command's failure to receive o-2 replacements. To meet this requirement, CINCPACAF on 20 May asked and
received Headquarters 'usAF approval to transfer 42 o-r 4ircraft to
the vNAF at a rate of 10 per month, June through Augusti and two
per month, september through February 19?0. This entaiJed some
temporary degradation for seventh Air Force but was acc{ptable in
view of the importance of the I&M program. By october 1g69, all
but 10 of the aircraft had been transferred, and thev were scheduled
for delivery by February 1g?0.13

Ts@
General Abrams admitted "the toughest and longest
5frfl
training job we have with Vietnamization is the one the VI{AF faces. "I4
The problem was to teach the small vietnamese Air Forc$ as quickly
as possible how to perform tasks formerly done by a u. S. force of
approximately 60,000 men and 1,200 aircraft, as weII as lhose previously carried out by Army rotary wing pilots and Marin$/Navy
airmen. rD There could be little doubt that the eventual cfmbat capability of the VNAF--a key factor in the whole Vietnamizdti]o" pfog.a--was to become the largest such single military assistance program
(MAP) effort in USAF historv.

The accelerated Phase II schedule called fdr more than
AF)
400 vietnamese pilots by fiscal year rg72, almost all tr{ined in the
united states by the u. s. Air Force and the u. S. Army (for helicopters). In addition, more than 6,000 maintenance perso[rnel were
scheduled for training in the u. s. and vietn"-.16 Traininf of the
1'

helicopter units were given the highest priority by MAcv. Fixed
wing training came next, and support training, third.17 The U. S.
Army had responsibility for conducting a 32-week helicopt(r pilot
training course in CoNUS. In early 1969 questions arose on how best
to train the required number of helicopter pilots. CINCP4.C resolved
it by endorsing a plan to train 1,47b VNAF pilots betweenioctoper
1969 and September 1970 by increasing the U. S. training b{"se to
maximum capability and decreasing the number of u. S. pi{ots trained
during the period by 2,2I4. CINCPAC also recommended lstablishing
in south vietnam a vNAF transition program and helicopte[ pilot

$f$ftlf r
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undergraduate program when conditions and resources permitted. In
early February 1969 the JCS approved these recommendations.lB
They also authorized 2,44o more manpower spaces to support the
VNAF helicopter mechanics training program and the use of Army
rather than USAF resources for this purpose.

Except for O-I pilot training conducted by the VNAF
{l#D
at Nha Trang, all fixed wing training for the vNAF was conducted
by ATC and rAc in the united states. primary training for pilots
consisted of a 44-week course in T-zB and T-41 aircraft at Keesler
AFB' Miss. After they completed this course, candidates trained in
A-37rs and c-47 's at England AFB, La., in F-brs at williams AFB,
Ariz., srrd in c-119rs at Lockbourne AFB, ohio.19 Except for helicopters, the Air Force assumed primary responsibility for maintenance and support training, although from the start it had planned to
develop the., VNAFTs capacity to train its own maintenance and support
personnel. o' U. S. contract engineering technicians and rpobite
rng teams were sent to Vietnam to supplement technical school frainprograms. Previously, usAF Mobile Training Teams had trained A-3?
maintenance men when the A-1 squadrons converted to the A-3? and
when the Air Force Logistics command reorganized the VNAF

Logistics Wing. zr

lSrep9 The VNAF Air Training Center at Nha Trang Air
Base expanded its enrollment and efforts at greater self-sufficiency
during 1969. It operated schools for language, communications and
electronics, and technical training, in addition to a flying school,
general service school, and military school. The last one--along
with courses given at other VNAF bases--provided basic military
training for cadets, NCors, and airmen. The general service school
trained men in such functions as personnel, administration traffic
control, and air police. An Air Ground operations course at the
Air Training center trained air liaison officers and forward air
controllers. In early lg70 2,2b0 students were enrolled at the
center and an additional 1,0b0 at vNAF tactical wings. An intermediate level command and staff college--to improve vNAF middle
level management--was being established by the end of lg6g, with the
first class of 39 captains and majors scheduled for graduation in
March 7970,22
u. s. officials constantly searched for ways to conf3ff1)
duct more I&M training within vietnam itseu. Although it was
difficult to expand in-country pilot training because of hostilities and
security problems, the Advisory Group developed a fixed wing

ilfoiff
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pilot training program at Nha Trang to provide liaison
pilots for three of the O-1 squadrons to be formed later. The
VNAF also developed an Integrated Training Program whereby VNAF
personnel trained on the job under Seventh Air Force perSonnel at
bases where both were collocated. If Seventh Air Force certified
the performance of such personnel, they were accepted by the VNAF.
By the end of 1969, this integrated training encompassed ihtelligence,
photo processing, civil engineering, air traffic control, medicine,
and security.Z3 At one point during the search for new trEining
approaches, the JCS had suggested reducing the activity p{ VNAF
combat squadrons so that they could be used for flying and support
training. Seventh Air Force, however, disapproved this proposal
since it would lower the squadronst_combat capabilities or delay
their becoming operationally ready.24
undergraduate

(f#)

A major problem in the VNAF I&M traininp program
was the English language requirement. br view of the lirr{ited technological vocabulary of the Vietnamese language, and the {act that

even Vietnamese instructors often introduced English techriical terms
in their courses, Air Force officials decided to conduct elrpanded
I&M training in English rather than translate technical mahuals and
orders into Vietnamese. In doing so, they followed precedents with
MAP programs for Korea, Japan, and China. However, this policy
put a great strain on existing language training resources. To
remedy matters, the RVNAF English Language School in"Saigon and
the English language program at the VNAF Training Center were
expanded, and 386 airmen English instructors were obtaingd from the
United States in March 1969. Even so, the results for pilot training
in 1969 were disappointing--some 20 percent of the pilots pnd between
55 percent and 65 percent of the airmen were washed out over the
English requirements. According to the Air Force Advisory Group
(AFGP) Director of Training, some 2,000 airmen--mostly helicopter
mechanics--failed in the United States training schools due to language
problems. In an effort to alleviate the problem, the Air Force
started remedial language programs at Lackland and Tan Son Nhut.25

€FQIFU The English language problem was so centqal that it
was increasingly jeopardizing the entire I&M prograrn.26 As a
result, planners began to shift the focus of training from the United
States to Vietnam, particularly for maintenance personnel. They
decided that reducing dependence on U. S. facilities would. meant less
cost and less time, higher morale (many airmen did not 4elish leaving
their families for the long journey to the United States), 4nd speedier
development of VNAF self-sufficiency. To this end, 234 Vietnamese
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Air Force instructors were training in the United States during the
latter part of 1969, with the aim of setting up l? new maintenance
courses at Tan Son Nhut and Bien Hoa, with some 2,800 students
scheduled to graduate from them in 1g?0. until the vNAF had
completely developed their capabilities, usAF mobile training teams
would monitor the training. The courses covered aircraft and
weapons maintenance, civil engineering, and many other skil1s for a
total of 40 specialties. z /
(*'t)

Despite these increased efforts, the VNAFTs experiat the end of the year was stil1 extremely narrow. Fifty
percent of the airmen had been in service lesg than 12 months, 77
percent of the officer corps were lieutenants,28 2b percent of the
captains and above were in training, and more than bB,percent of the
enlisted men were in basic training or were unskilled.29 The
lengthy period required to learn aviation skills, the sholt time' available, the low level of technical proficiency of VNAF airmen, the
language problem, all slowed progress. To insure that unit activation schedules could be met required intensive efforts by usAF and
VNAF planners to overcome the training problem.
ence base

VNAF Operations

(€Eln) command and control of its own aircraft was a key
factor in vNAF self-sufficiency and, as a matter of high priority,
seventh Air Force set out in 1g6g to upgrade the VNAFTs capability
to control all their assets through the Direct Air support centers
(DASc's) and to direct all their own strikes. seventh Air Force
also sought to improve VNAF training to the point of making them
capable of controlling all u. S. strikes in support of the vietnamese
ground force as well. The ultimate goal was to turn over to them
the responsibility for the Tactical Air Control System (TACS) in each

Corps Tactical Zone (CTZ) so that USAF personnel could resume an
advisory role. The united states would retain resporrsibility only
for B-52' herbicide, resupply, and other special missions.30 In
order to do this, south vietnamese and u. s. Air Force DASC dnd
TACP (Tactical Air Control Party) teams were collocated to enable
VNAF personnel to learn jobs better and eventually tqke them over.

In the same way, south vietnamese FAc proficiency
fry)
was upgraded by having seventh Air Force FAcrs working with the
Advisory Group. The upgrading of FAcrs and Air Liaison officers
(ALo) was formalized by a MAGV directive and a vNAF/seventh

:dtffi{,
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Air Force operations order. A Joint VNAF/Seventh Air Fot''ce/
AFGP plan for upgrading VNAF TACS ALO/FAC TACPTs wap also
published in March 1969 and was followed in May by the VN$.Frs
own plan (No. 69-14).3I By thg end of the year substantial progress
had been made. From 505 sorties flown by VNAF FAC's dtlring
January 1969, the number rose to 1,083 in December 1969. During
the same period, the percentage of all Alliq{ FAC sorties flown by
the VNAF increased from 10 to 25 percent. 32
In IV Corps, where conditions had allowed {tore
rapid progress, the South Vietnamese were by yearrs end o$erating
the Direct Air Support Center with U. S. Air Force assistanfe on1y.
Their FAC's had been controlling USAF and RAAF tactical {ir r
strikes on a regular fragged basis since 1 April, and by Depember
the VNAF had assumed responsibility for supporting the ?th and 9th
ARVN Division Tactical Areas. There were 3? South Vietndmese
FAC's (21 pilots and 16 observers) operating in Tv cTZ, qualified to
C+raf

control USAF/RAAF strik"s.

33

G{lFlt As had been. anticipated, the flying and main enance
of fighter aircraft gave less trouble than any other aspect o the
I&M program, due primarily to VNAFTs past experience--s me pilots
had flown 4,000 combat missions. The VNAF did have ma agement
problems with the increased number and types of aircraft a d with
instrument flying and night operations. Inevitably too' with the big
expansion, the Vietnamese would have to face a $ilution in the
quality of their previous fighter pilot standards.
Facilities

and

Materiel

{frQrf) In 1969 it became more and more obvious thp RVNAF
I&M Program and U. S. withdrawal plans were closely interfelated:
an action taken in one program usually affected the other. lAt the
urging of Seventh Air Force, MACV and PACAF recommen{ed substituting a new t'integrated planning" concept for the "T-Day Plans"
previously governing Seventh Air Force redeployment and ddactivation
operations. Under the new concept, the VNAF buildup arld Seventh
Air Force redeployment would be closely coordinated. Higher headquarters approved the suggestion,35 which covered training, personnel
buildup, base support, joint planning, civil engineering' and construction, and was particularly applicable in the transfer o! aircraft
and bases. In the latter case a survey was made of the ba]ses to be
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used by the VNAF and by February 19?0, Da Nang, Pleiku, Bien Hoa,
Binh Thuy, Soc Trang, and Tan Son Nhut had been surveyed. By
October 1969 the major Seventh Air Force flying units at Nha Trang
had already been relocated to other bases. only a transition force
of about 800 USAF personnel remained (out of 4,000) to operate the
base until the VNAF became self-sufficient.36 By early 19?0 the
VNAF was occupying six of these bases jointly with U. S. units. In
addition to a base in each of the four corps zones, the VNAF would
use Pleiku for forward deployments, Tan Son Nhut as headquarters,
and Soc Tleng as a spill-over from Binh Thuy for helicopters $
IV Corps.37

{

-

Some problems were anticipated during the period of
{€#t)
dual occupancy when additional temporary facilities would probably
have to be set up. Another problem was VNAF deficiencies in
handling base support. To remedy this, Seventh Air Force and the
Advisory Group planned to devote a major portion of the VNAF
training program to base-support skills and to leave a USAF augmentation group at each base until VNAF personnel were trained.38 To
remedy logistics deficiencies, the AFGP requested that Air Fotce
Logistics Command teams be sent to Vietnam to bring depot operations to a satisfactory level. In the course of 1969, the VNAF Air
Logistics wing at Bien Hoa, established in 1965, was converted to the
VNAF Air Logistics Command. Its maintenance directorate was
organized around the functions of industrial engineering, aircraft and
propulsion repair, fabrications, aircraft support, and quality and
production control.' The depot had a I00 percent repair capability for
the O-l and U-17 aircraft and could perform Inspection and Repair as
Necessary (IRAN) maintenance on the O-1. Depot-level repair was
available for the J-85 engine and was programmed for T-53 engines.
J-85 engine test stands were built at Binh Thuy, Nha Trang, and
Da Nang, which allowed further organic maintenance for the VITIAFIs
A-37 jets._ A newly constructed precision measuring equipment
laboratory was located at Bien Hoa, as well as a building for the
repair of 7!^ different types of communications and electronic
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In the typical VNAF wing organization, a "technical
grDup" performed the basic materiel functions responsible for fLightline, periodic, and field maintenance, and for supply. A wing supply
squadron account supported twenty-five to thirty thousand line items
and was responsible for fuels, with all major bases stocking JP-4
and 115/1+S fuet. But as of 31 December 1969 delivery of all aviation
fuel was stil1 under U. S. control, transported to the wing supply
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squadrons through u. S. supply channels. An armament and munitions squadron under the technical group handled munitions storage
and loading at VNAF bases. By late 1g6g the VNAF had learned to
maintain the armament systems on the AC-47, A-3?, F-S, A-1,
O-1, U-17, and UH-I aircraft.40

{3lF*) VNAF supply support was another problem atrea.
Materiel chiefs in vietnam berieved the managing and progfamming
of vNAF supply resources could best be solved by providifg the
vietnamese with an automatic data processing capability;
quently, they requestbd a UNIVAC t0bO-II in october 1g6g,"bn""which
was approved by Headquarters uSAF in December.4l To rnonitor
overall progress and problems in the I&M program, the Advisory
Group devised a Program Management System (pMS), a simple timephased check-list of the actions necessary to achieve specific capabilities of facilities. At all stages in the development of a pMS
project' at all working levels, usAF and vNAF personnel worked
together with the Joint I&M Management committee at the top. when
problems arose, the monitors could project the_m at Advisory Group,
Seventh Air Force, and VNAF staff
-."iing".42
Phase

III I&M

Progression to a Phase III improvement and modernization program for RVN forces--which were to be strengthened so
they possessed the capabilities to meet 'a combined NVN and VC*threat-had been foreshadowed in Secretary Lairdrs memo of 72 August. * The
Joint Chiefs, in both their 29 August final report on NSSM 36 and their
24 september reply to the above memo, argued that the RVNAp was
incapable of assuming such responsibility. However, on l0 November,
Secretary Laird directed the JCS to proceed to phase III planning.43
In turn, the JCS asked cINCpAc for an input to a plan which would
"create a self-sustained RVNAF capable of countering the present
VC/NVA threat, " with the U. S. /Free World commitment phased down
to a support force by 1 July lg?1 and, by continuing steps, to an
advisory force (MAGG) by 1July r97s.++ Asked by GINCpAC for its
views, MAcv forwarded its comments on 2g December. It recommended an increase in VNAF manpower from 35, ?86 in fisdal year
1970 to 43,737 by end of fiscal year 19?3. The RVN lV[arinb c-orps
during the same time period wourd remain roughly the samg

"ir",

*See above, p bg.
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while the RVN Navy would grow from 31,645 to 37'947, and the RVN
Army from 387,835 to 422,224. Phase III planning was also to
give more emphasis to the requirements of South Vietnamts national
police and paramilitary forces.45

As a result of Secretary Laird's 12 August guidance,
a combined Seventh Air Force--USAF Advisory Group aQ hoc committee was quickly formed' comprised of all directorates and staff
agencies of Seventh Air Force and all divisions of the aayi^so1r
*" Their
croup. They began meeting daily to discuss vNAF I&M.
activity intensified after they received Secretary Lairdrs Phase III
planning directive (of 10 November). When Deputy Secretary of
Defense Packard visited Southeast Asia in De'cember to discuss the
problems arising from the directive, General Brown informed him
that Secretary Lairdrs guidance had forced him to make a maior
change in his planning and that he had gone "back to the drawing

€l{?{)

board. "47

(C€fff)
In response to Mr. Laird's Phase III directive, USAF
military planners in Vietnam and Washington during the remainder of
1969 and the first months of 19?0 reworked plans for proposed VNAF
force structures to meet the Defense Chief's goals. As in the case
of Phase II, the limiting factor was VNAF training--with English
language training still a critical factor. The force resulting from
Phase III--if Seventh Air Force proposals were acceptdd--would
probably consist of 49 or 50 squadrons with about 1' 300 aircraft,
inciuding helicopters, and 44,000 personnel--an increase of 9 or 10
squadrons, 350 aircraft, and ?,500 personnel over the final Phase II
force. The aim was the qualitative as well as quantitative improve=
ment of the \rNAF. Seventh Air Forcers recommendations for a 20-25
percent increase in VNAF aircraft and personnel would require one
more FAC and visual reconnaissance (liaison) squadron, two fighter
squadrons, two C-? airtift squadrons, five helicopter squadrons, an
expansion of two of the existing airlift squadrons and eight of the
fighter squadrons, &od convertible gunship packages for two airlift
adrons.48 At the end of Phase III, the VNAF would have 52 per"o
cent of the 1969 combined USAF and VNAF fixed-wing capability, and
20 percent of the USAF and U. S. Army rotary wing.49

(541rD The Phase III studies saw future RVN security being
determined not only by the level of enemy a ctivity, but also by
RVNAF improvement, progress in pacification, and the size of U. S'
support forces remaining in-country. One study proposal called for
a transitional USAF force to step into the breach during periods of

.|
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increased combat activity. seventh Air Force suggested tha! such
force be left in vietnam, with its eventual phasedown tied tb \INAFa
growth and performance and enemy activity. calculations about
enemy activity could not be precisely made but, within 1imits, the
level of security could be maintained by adjusting aircraft sortie
rates. Thus, "surges" of increased flying-would be possiblb if the
logistical and manpower capabilities of the vNAF and the trdnsition
u. s. forces were enhanced. progress in pacification wouto rrave
far-reaching effects on security and was considered the basi[ factor
which would permit the united states to safely reduce ir, r.i."".
Perhaps the most crucial long-term risk factor was the viaditity or
the RVN institutions. The effect of the Lao operations on t?ge war
in south vietnam was arso recognized. with the proposed reduction
in USAF interdiction forces, another essential condition for minimizing risks, Seventh Air Force stated, was that the USAF forces
based in Thailand be kept at the 1969 level to continue effective and.^
flexible interdiction of the enemyrs lines of communication irfto nVNlO
U.

S. Air Power and Vietnamization

(tCp*f Vietnamization implied increased South Vietnalmese
and decreased u. S. military forces. In 1g69, 60,000 Ameriban military personnel were in fact withdrawn from South Vietnam. but aside
from the equipment turned over to the vNAF, u. s. aif reductions
during 1969 consisted only of one B-b? squadron, two special operations squadrons, ond two F-4 squadrons once authorized but not sent
as replacements. several factors contributed to this situatio[r.
First' while the Nixon doctrine called for giving indigenous ffrces
larger role, it also carled for giving them support. strengtdened a
indigenous forces could fairly easily substitute for u. s. g;o"[ro rroops,
as was gradually being done, but the support provided Uv USAF, forces
was a somewhat different matter. while training the vNAF [o
a larger share of support was being earnestly undertaken, thia
"""r-"
particular problems involved in aviation training made it a slow prjocess.
Moreover' there were important support functions which oniy the
u. s. Air Force could provide. For, according to plans at tfre end of
1969, the VNAF would not undertake functions such as interdi]ction of
enemy supply routes outside of Vietnam, defoliation,t B-b2 bombing,
and possibly air defense.5l
(FeFl)
Another factor limiting USAF reductions was that the
thinning out of ground forces made air support all the more
The JCS and General Brown had cited this factor early in thd{nandatory.
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Vietnamization discussions. An Air Staff study' Coronet Tar' Air
undertaken to provide Air staff suggestions to JCS and Seventh
its
Force in tight of the final "Vietnamization plan, " reported as
major conclusion that:

Overall, the lesser reduction in air resources
demands that an increased share of the regular force
mission in RVN be accomplished by air' The shift in
force strength emphasis from regular forces in paramilitarylocalizedforcessimilarlydemandsincreased
Command and Control mechanism to provide air support
of these elements. The net overall weakening of Allied
forcecapabilitywilldemandincreasedairresponsivenesstoinsurenotonlyattainmentofobjectives,but
Dz
survival of these forces and of the RVN'
as
The Nixon strategy--pressing both vietnamization and negotiations
mainthe
to
ways to settle the war--was atto-ttte. factor contributing
The pursuit
tenance of air strength in spite of reductions elsewhere'
on North
of successful negotia=tions included keeping the pressure
usually
thereof'
vietnam via step--ped up military actions or threats
.by
made
by employing air po*"'. This point had been repeatedly,
military leaders in their arguments against air cutbacks'

(*tF+l
More concrete evidence of a continuing air role in
faceofU.S.groundwithdrawalsbecame.,evidentastheyearworeon.
the priThe new mission statement of 15 August'i' included--besides
operamary emphasis on aid to RVNAF I&M and pacification--three
providing
role:
tional tasks, all of which required a major air
and
security for U. S. forces, interdicting enemy men and materiel'in
maintaining plans for a comprehensive air and naval campaign
Vietnam. The final report (29 August) on NSSM 36, "Vietnamization'rr
defistipulated that u. s. forces would be needed to offset RVNAF logistics'
defense'
ciencies in air mobility, artillery, tactical air, air
r econnais sance / intelliglnce, and command control / communications '
by
while total ground force capabitity was to be markedly decreased
the
in
envisioned
u. s. withdrawals, USAF in-country force levels
of
JCS residual force were essentially unchanged. Deputy Secretary
Defense Packard's "strategic guidance" of I November, implementing
the new "one-and-a-half ',vart' strategy, put main emphasis on

*See

p
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helping Americars Asian allies develop their own defenses. It said
the U. S. should plan for only a limited backup ground force capability but should plan for materiel, logistics and intelligence support,
and backup tactical air support. Finally, on 3 November, President
Nixon defined "Vietnamizationrr as a t'plan developed with the South
Vietnamese for the complete withdrawal, first, of all U. Sr combat
ground forces, * and eventually of other forces, and their
"elF
ment by South Vietnamese forces on an orderly scheduled tigretable.tt53
Despite all these t'indicatorstt of a continuing role for
air, even under t'Vietnamization, " the U. S. Air Force was not
certain at the end of 1969 where matters stood in this reg@rd, as
indicated by a memo to Secretary Seamans from Under Secretary of
the Air Force John L. Mclucas on 28 October. Noting that Vietnamization definitely included the removal of American ground forces
from Vietnam, he wondered whether it also was the U. S. goal to
withdraw USAF personnel at an early date or whether thefe would be
a continuing Air Force presence for several years in the future. He
pointed out that:

5#)

The approved JCS plan calls for us not to have
turned over the air equipment included in the Phase
II RVNAF Modernization Program before end ?I...
But even after this equipment is furned over, the
VNAF will not have the capability to conduct air:-toair or large-scale interdiction campaigns; it is
aimed at the counter-insurgency threat. A Viet.namization program. . .Ieaving the South Vietnamese
able to resist not only the VC but the NVA as {ell
is a different situation.
. . . Assuming NVN continues to pose an air thre4t
of the present magnitude, before we withdraw
completely we should give the VNAF some more
advanced air force capabilities. I think we ought to
ask the question whether it is realistic to assun're
that this can be done, under present planning
assumptions, before about 19?3 or 1974. Even with
this advanced capability in the hands of the VNAF,
some U. S. Air Force units may be needed nearby
to squelch attempts by the NVN to overrun the
country.

*Authorrs emphasis.
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A large-scale withdrawal of our group troops will
result in the loss of a great deal of capability' ' '
it is probable, at least initially, that some measure
of the loss will have to be compensated for by
increased employment and improved capabilities of
airpower

(HTheideaofstudyingwaysfortheAirForcetobe
effective without U. S. ground troops but with SVN ground troops
had been suggested to under secretary Mclucas by-Deputy A+r
Force Under Secretary Harry Davis on 13 August. cD The Coronet
Tar study cited earlier, which undertook to find ways of improving
the Air Forcers SEA capability in the light of Vietnamization and
to evalu;rJe requirements for partially offsetting ground force withdrawalsDo also presented a number of recommendations along this
line. In a subsequent report to Mr. Mclucas on 21 November,
"air oriented
Mr. Davis listed the following seven of Coronet Tarts
ttinputs"
to JCS
strategies" and suggested they*be used in Air Staff
discussions on Vietnamization:'

1. Re-orient air operations to permit support of paramilitary forces (GVN Region and Popular Forces) to
facilitate population control.
2. Improve capabilities (better intelligence, expanded
strike authority) for deterring enemy force concentration.
3. Increase surveillance and control of contiguous areas
for better in-country securitY.

t. Gen. John W. Carpenter III, Vice Chief
task group, called Credible crusade, to
a
special
appointed
of staff,
study such matters and provide findings and recommendations to
Seventh Air Force and PACAF for their consideration in supporting
the main
JCS efforts. Since CINCPAC and COMUSMACV provided
t'the earliest, most
source of information and evaluation for the JCS,
appropriate and effective manner in which Air Staff judgments and
recommendations can be inserted into JCS channels is by providing
them to PACAF and ?th Air Force. " ll,tr (S), Lt Gen John W.
Carpenter III to 23 Air Staff addressees' subj: "VNAF Improvement
and Modernization Planning, " Atch 21

4'

Expand air exploitation within south vietnam bv
setting up interdiction and border control ."""" ,.rri
providing forces and munitions geared to this relatiirerv
benign environment.

5. utilize newest infiltration devices (incruding sensors)
to extend secure contiguous perimeters throughout south

Vietnam.

6. After U. S. ground withdrawals, conduct inter_
diction in Laos and other out-country air operations
to minimize the enemyrs external support.
7. Increase the air awareness of South Vietnanr,'s
ground forces.

ffil!)
A continuing Air Force rore had arready heen
considered, as noted above, by the combined seventh Air Force/
usAF Advisory Group ad hoc committee in addressing the phase
planning ordered by secretary Laird in November. one orf their III
proposals called for leaving a transitional USAF force to ilntercede
in case of increased enemy activity after most u.s. ro."ul t"J
beel withdrawn. Another would maintain usAF forces i" llr*iiarro
at their 1969 strength level to continue interdiction against
Itnes of communication into South Vietnam
";;;y
,

:

qr#l)
Finally, tied in with continuation of a usdF
tional role in SEA was the question of how much sophistichtedoperament to give the vNAF. This issue had never been addressed "qrripsatisfactorily, but in 1969 it increasingly dernanded attention. The
south vietnamese, particularly Gener.i Ky, o h"d all along wanted
more equipment. Their requests for advanced hardware had constituted one of their main proposals at the Midway conferefrce in Jurre,
*General
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when they submitted

their plan for taking over a greater share of

the war effort. The JCS and MACV had opposed giving -s-uch equipment to them "until it can be maintained and operated. "57 The U. S.
Air Force favored leaving the .door open and providing addi.tional
or if a "change
hardware as the Vietnamese became more capable58
The speed-up of
in operational r"q"i."-""tsi' made it necessa"y.
greater
emphasizing
doctrine
Vietnamization plans and the Nixon
their need
to
increase
responsibility for indigenous forces appeared
for advanced equipment. However, it soon became clear that the
simple mathematics of available manpower and the training/time
difficulties involved, militated against an early turnover of such
hardware. According to a Seventh Air Force staff study in late
summer

the sophisticated weaponry required to operate in
the electronic SAM and AAA threat; to counter
Mach 2 interceptors in order to maintain air
superiority in Vietnamese air space; and to' conduct
an effective interdiction campaign are not within the
maintenance and /or support capabilities of the VNAF.
Accordingly, a residual usAF capability must provide
an umbrella of protection for the VNAF in any situation which envisions an NVN air threat, and forces
must be provided to round out VNAF shortfalls' 59

This conflict with U. S. Vietnamization policies poJ.a
a dilemma and critical voices began to be heard. On the one
*itthand'
it"
much
tob
VNAF
the
making
the Air Force was charged with
the
with
accordance
own image and not training and equipping it in
environment and capabilities. Thus in July' the Deputy Director of
Defense Research and Engineering, Leonard Sullivan' Jr', in an
exchange of memos with the Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and
Operations, Lt. Gen. Glen W. Martin, said:

F4ar)

with regard to overall tactical aircraft assets awailable in Southeast Asia... I simply feel that for a
basically counterinsurgency war' we should not have
to be so dependent on expensive tacair (Navy' Marine'
or Air Force)... The war is going to continue at some
level long after U. S. perseverance has disappeared'
Our allies are not going to have the air power we have'
As long as we use it so lavishly' we will never be
able to teach the RVNAF how to get along without it-because we donrt know how. I honestly
"atthink we
least' 60
should be forced to learn, gradually,
ti,

$e$L

(
BI

Secretary Laird acknowledged the problem in his 12 August rl.nemo
requiring SVN to assume responsibility for the combined NVN/VC
threat, when he stressed the great importance of developing
"strategy and tactics best matched with RVNAF capabilities. "6r
After he ordered Phase III training in early N6vember--to address the
combined NVN/vC threat--the issue required immediate attention.
This was reflected in De'puty Secretary of Defense Packardrs memo
to the Secretary of the Air Force on "VNAF Modernization" in
December. Stressing the serious constraints on manpower, he urged
Air Force planners to consider the needs of the other servides and
of the South Vietnamese nation as a whole and t'make certaini we are
not overloading the Vietnamese with capabilities beyond their basic
needs... We should concentrate on the typgs of aircraft and other
equipment that offer the best mix of capability, maintainability, and
low manpower requirements. t' He emphasized seeking ways to
overcome the long training times created in part by the need for
English language training, and insisted we must "focus on what the
Vietnamese forces must have rather than on what functions fre ard
now doing that they could do. "62

(FtF)

Parallel developments during the year in Lads (and
subsequently in Cambodia) had shown the futility of providing additional equipment without the trained personnel and support capabilities
to operate it. In light of the requirements of the Nixon doctriine, the
problem of building indigenous air forces tailored to their oum environment would have to be addressed for the sake of future contingencies.
But the other side of the dilemma--the fact that USAF forces in
Southeast Asia were still contending with a very real North Vietnamese
threat which they could not just walk away from--also had to be faced.
With the VNAF unable to stand up to it for the foreseeable fluture,
the question remained how to fill the vacuum. Should the Alr Staff
suggestion be followed ? Should the Vietnamese be provided Lnore .
sophisticated equipment as they became more capable, with the USAF
itself retaining an interim role and then being prepared to stay in
Thailand as recommended by Seventh Air Force and CINCPAC ? The
scientific experts, eager to exploit U. S. technological superiority to
bridge the gap, proposed a different solution.

Dr. John S. Foster, Jr., Director, DDR&E, on 6
ffi
proposed
a special "elite" U. S. residual force which would
June
accentuate U. S. technological sophistication not readily transferable to
our allies. Such a Special Low Intensity Conflict (SLIC) for$e, as he
called it, would be oriented to MAP/MAAG equipment and bd a component of STRICOM for low intensity warfa"e.63 The JCS
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disapproved this proposal on 30 Jrn". 64 The secretary of the g.ir
Force also disapproved such a force "to fit al1 continiencies, " but
recommended that the Air staff do some thinking on htw to apply
sophisticated equipment to the problem under co-nsideration.6d
Deputy Air Force under secretary Harry Davis discussed the possibility of creating some such'relite Air Force"--in addition to the
regular Air Force--with Lt. Gen. George B. Simler, Maj. Gen. Sam
J. Byerley, and Birg. Gen. charles w. Lenfest of the Air staff. *66
And on 21 November, Under Secretary Mclucas told Gen. John D.
Ryan, usAF chief of staff, that the Air Force still needed to
address the problem of having systems to fight low intensity wars
(with simple equipment) as *"tt
1n"e air Fo.""ii
"" "first
However, Gen. John w. carpenter,
""p"Ui1iti"".O?
III, Assistant vice chief
staff,
pointed out on 20 December that the special operations Forceof(SoF)
had been created to do just this, and any enhancement of the soF at
the expense of general purpose forces was ruled out by current
budget constraints.6u

cff)
Thus, as 196g ended, the complete picture of vietnamization as applied to the south Vietnamese Air Force was not
fuIly resolved. In spite of the strongest efforts, it was simply not
possible to develop air expertise as fast as U. S. Vietnamizbii"" plans
would like. whether the obstacles were so great that the VNAF
would end up as a modest force with only simple equipment, or
whether it wo'Id eventually receive more sophisticated weapons, remained unclear. what was clear was that the North Vietnamese
threat remained and that-Ee u. s. Air Force for the time being
would halire to maintain a strong operational role in the war in southeast Asia.
Summary

(l+)
The year lg69 was clearly a year of change
war in vietnam- The Nixon administration rlcognized almostin the
immediately that negotiations with North vietnam, on which hopes for
ending the war had been based, could not be counted on
to produce
satisfactory rdsults. At the same time, the president knew
his
*General simler, Director
of operations, was being relssigned
at this time to UsAFE; General Byerley succeded him
as Direcror
of operations; Generar Lenfest was Deputy Director for Force
Development, DCS/plans and Operations.
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election mandate included responding to a strong domestii olposftion
to continued U. S. casualties and spending for the war. Veryl early in
his administration he and his advisers began considering acqelerated
"Vietnamization" as an alternate wav to reduce U. S. involvement
while enabling South Vietnam to survive through its own effQrts. After
some weeks of study and planning, an official administratiori policy
(NSSM 36, "Vietnamization") was issued, directing specific, timephased planning to turn over greater combat responsibility tp the South
Vietnamese and reduce the U. S. commitment.69 Planning arfrA implementing programs followed rapidly throughout the year.

ttre return of the first 25,000 U. S. troops from
Vietnam was announced in June. In mid-August, Secretary Laird told
HIJ)

the JCS that the South Vietnamese would take over rebponsibility for
countering the combined Viet Cong/North Vietnamese threat, not just
a residual insurgency. In early November he directed immediate
U. S. military planning to help create a South Vietnamese fofce
capable of countering the combined Viet Cong/North Vietnam(se thrreat.
Policymaking on Vietnam was not entirely { straightforward sweep toward Vietnamization, however. Through ttie first
half of 1969, certain elements in the State Department, CIA,I and
especially in OSD Systems Analysis, differed with the JCS, CINCPAC'
MACV, and others on how the war was really going, how effective
U. S. air interdiction operations were, and many other aspeets of the
conflict. Stressing budgetary problems, they were inclined to continue
the wind-down of the war that had seemed imminent in late 1968.
But with North Vietnamrs intransigeance persisting' such vipws gradually lost influence in favor, of those held by the JCS and o{her U. S.
military and civilian leaders. They continued to recommend keeping
the pressure on North Vietnam, maintaining the operational initiative'
and keeping U. S. air strength in Southeast Asia intact and uoing it,

ffifl

As the year went on, it became apparent that President
Nixon, even while emphas izing Vietnamization, was still prEserving
his other option of trying to force North Vietnam to negotiate. U. S.
forces were still engaged in combat but their tactics had cflanged. No
longer did U. S. ground forces undertake large-scale search and
destroy operations. To do so would have meant too many p. S. casualties. The ground fighting and the high U. S. casualties {windled'
but wherever the enemy showed himself, he was stilI being relentlessly attacked, especially by air units. The bombing raid$ over
North Vietnam had stopped, but new ones pursued the same objective-destroying enemy supplies--just as intensively over Laos.

t+|)
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In effect, as a result of policy and strategy changes
by the new administration, air power ended up playing more of a
role in the vietnam war in 1969 than ever before. The presidentrs
double-option strategy of pursuing peace by negotiation and vietnamization' favored air power both ways. It was the main tool he
needed if he intended to keep the pressure on North vietnam and
bring about fruitful negotiations. As for Vietnamization, while it
meant increasing displacement of United States ground forces by South
vietnamese, it also carried a promise of continuing support for the
indigenous forces. Hence air power, which was extremely vital to
south vietnamese operations--particularly the kind the VNAF could
not provide--was retained and to a degree enhanced. In additionrto
its great contribution in training and strengthening the south vietnamese Air Force, the U. S. Air Force retained an operational role
of its own. compared to the other services, particularly the Army,
the USAF role seemed to be in the ascendancy.
The highly controversial air interdiction strategy
JF-cfl)
acquired new stature in 1969 when the important NSSM 36 decisions
confirmed continuation of a strong air role in southeast Asia. InCeed,
judging by later events, these decisions of 1969 pointed toward interdiction as the strategy in the expanded Indochina war. Taking into
account U.Fdomestic opposition to continued heavy U. S. casualties,
the adoption of any other strategy would scarcely have been feasible.
It was JCS and MACV who championed interdiction, but it remained
of course very much an Air Force concept. Another lesser strategy
innovation in 19 69 was also to a large extent an Air Force effort.
The seventh Air Force/cn air-supported guerrilla campaign in Laos
seemed to presage a new approach in fighting counterinsurgency wars,
subsequently applicable in Cambodia and conceivably other places as wel1.

(Sff)
It was. a great paradox. The big search and destroy
missions were largely a thing oF ttre past. The u. s. Army was redeploying. The Green Berets and the Marines were relinquishing their
roles. But air power cuts were minimal and SAC bombers, officially
only TDY visitors, were almost taking over the action in vietnam.
The Air Force, which had never really shared the Army's enthusiasm
for this type of operationr was staying and fighting the counterinsurgency
war.

(ffi)
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AAA
AFB
AFGP

AIO
ANG

ARDF
ARVN
ATC
CAS
CHECO

CIA
CIDG
CINCPAC
CINCPACAF
CINCSAC
CJCS
COMUSMACV
CONUS
CSAF

CTZ
DA
DASC

OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

antiaircraft irtillery
Air Force Base
Air Force Advisory Group
air liaison officer
Air National Guard

airborne radio direction finding

Army, Republic of Vietnam
Air Training Command

controlled American source
contemporary Historical Evaruation of combat operations
Central Lntelligence Agency
Civilian Irregular Defense Group

Chief, pacific Command
Chief, pacific Air Forces
Chief, Strategic Air Command
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Commander, US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
Continental United States
Chief of Staff, Air Force
Corps Tactical Zone
Commander in
Commander in
Commander in

Department of the Armv
Direct Air Support Cenier
Director of Defense Research & Engineering

DDR&E
DMZ

demilitarized

ECM

electronic countermeasures

FAC
FAR

forward air controller

GVN

Government

zone

Force Armee Royal (forces of the Royal Lao Government)

of Vietnam
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ISA

Improvement and Modernization
Inspector General
Initial Point
Inspection and Repair as Necessary
International Securitv Affairs

JCS

Joint Chiefs of Staff

LOC

line of communication

MAAG
MAP

Military Assistance Advisory
Military Assistance Program

NCO
NSC
NSDM
NSSM

non- commissioned

I&M
IG

IP
IRAN

NVA
NVN
ORI

Group

officer
National Security Council
National Security Defense Memorandum
National Security Study Memorandum
North Vietnamese Armv
North Vietnam
operational readiness inspection

OSD

Office of the Secretarv of Defense

PDJ
PMS
POL

Plaine des Jarres
Program Management System
petroleum, oil and lubricants

RAAF
RLAF
RLG
RTU
RVN
RVNAF

Royal Australian Air Force
Royal Laotian Air Force
Royal Laotian Government
replacement training unit
Republic of Vietnam
Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces
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SA

Systems Analysis

SAM
SEA
SIOP
SLIC

surface-to-air missile
Southeast Asia

SOF

Single Integrated Operational PIan
Special Low Intensity Conflict
Special C)perations Force

STRICOM

Strike Command

SVN

South Vietnam

TAC
TACP
TACS
TDY
TOT

Tactical Air Command
tactical air control party
tactical air control svstem
temporary duty
time on target

UE
USARV
USMC

unit equipment
US Army in Vietnam
US Marine Corps

VC

Viet

Cong
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